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Abstract 
Tiie excitation of atomic hydrogen by electron and proton, impact J.s 
examined. Some of the available t h e o r e t i c a l methods ai'e dir.cuor-.ed, i n 
pa r t i c u l a r the methods of the f i r s t and second Born approximation, the close 
coupling approximation and tiie Glauber approximation .are outlined. The 
close coupling approximation i s presented i n both the wave and impact 
parameter formulations. The neglect of the continuum states i n the eigen-
function expansion of the close coupling method i s shown to be unsatis-
factory and the methods of including the e f f e c t s of these states described. 
The relationship between the two forms of close coupling approximation i s 
explored v i a the eikonal approximation, and the Glauber approximation i s 
shown to be a solution of a set of close coupled equations where a l l states 
are approximately included. A clos.- coupling approximation that includes 
some elgenstates e x p l i c i t l y and the rest, including the continuum states, 
approximately i s presented. The method i s applied i n the impact parameter 
approximation to electron and proton c o l l i s i o n s with hydrogen. Results are 
presented for the l s - 2 s and the ls - 2 p excitation cross sections and are com-
pared with the available experimental cross sections. This comparison i s 
inconclusive and suggestions are made for further work. Comparison with 
other t h e o r e t i c a l predictions suggest that the effects of charge t r a n s f e r 
on the dire c t excitation process are not allowed for despite the inclusion 
of the continuum s t a t e s . 
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In V-y'is v.'ork wo investipptc: electron and proton scattering 
by atomic hydrogen lining a second order close coupling approximat-
ion. The method :ifs applied to the intermediate energy range v.'hcre 
the second order terms are thought to be important. Part I 
provides a b r i e f description of the elements of sca t t e r i n g theory 
e s s e n t i a l to t h i s work. Part I.I describes some of the previous 
relevant work, and i n part . I I I we report our ov/n work, the r e s u l t s 
obtained and t h e i r implications. The r e s u l t s obtained i n part I I I 
are or w i l l be oublisbed, Bransden et a l . (1972), S u l l i v a n et a l . 
(1972). 
I t i s a pleasure to express my thanks to my supervisor 
Dr. J . P. Coleman, and. Professor B. H. Bransden for introducing 
me to the problem and for t h e i r expert guidance throughout t h i s 
work. I should also l i k e to thank my wife, Jennifer S u l l i v a n , for 
her continuing encouragement;, especially during the computational 
stages of t h i s work. I acknowledge the f i n a n c i a l support of the 
Science Research Council. 
1. 
P A R T I 
1. Time Dependent Scattering Theory 
Quantum mechanics i s thought to provide an adequate description of the 
interaction of charged p a r t i c l e s with atoms. I n a r e a l i s t i c treatment of 
the problem the incident p a r t i c l e should be represented by a wave packet, 
constructed from a superposition of eigenstates, to give the necessary 
l o c a l i s a t i o n s i n time and space. The int e r a c t i o n of the p a r t i c l e with the 
atoms i s then described by the tine independent solutions of the ScnrOdinger 
equation. An equivalent approach, i n that the same f i n a l r e s u l t s are 
obtained, i s available. The incident p a r t i c l e i s assumed to be i n an eigen-
state of p a r t i c u l a r energy and momentum both before and a f t e r the c o l l i s i o n . 
Since t h i s l a s t approach i s more straight forward than that u t i l i s i n g wave 
packets i t i s the one presented here. 
V , t > be the state vector of the system at time t = t i n the J o J o 
Schrodinger picture. Then the Schrfldinger equation of motion i s 
i |Y S,t> = H|<i<s,t> (1 .1) 
The Hamiltonian, H, nay be decomposed into an unperturbed part H , whose 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are i n p r i n c i p l e known, and a perturbation 
V. A state vector i n the interaction picture may now be defined 
iH t 
l * 1 , ^ = e ° |¥S,t> (1 .2) 
Substituting equation (1 .2) into the Schrodinger equation we obtain the 
equation of motion i n the interaction picture 
i f r | v \ t > = V(t) |Y\t> (1 .3) 
''••*'-v.?V*---i'\, 
v;here 
i l l t - i l l t 
V ( t ) = e 0 V e ° (1.4) 
A time development operator, y ( t , t Q ) may be defined i n the in t e r a c t i o n 
picture such that 
|¥\t> - y ( t , t Q ) | y \ t 0 > (1 .5) 
then using equation (1 .2) and 
- i H(t-t ) 
|r\t> = e ° |V s s t > (1.6) o 
we obtain 
iH t - i H(t-t ) -iH t 
y ( t , t Q ) = e ° e °. e 0 0 U.y) 
The operator y ( t , t Q ) has the following properties: 
-iH t 
y(0,t) = e l H t e ° (1.8) 
' iH t i H(t-t ) -iH t 
u + ( t , t Q ) = e ° ° e ° e ° = y ( t Q , t ) (1.9) 
y ( t , t ' ) y(t» Jt Q) = y ( t , t o ) (1.10) 
To investigate a c o l l i s i o n problem, a description of the system evolving 
from an i n i t i a l s tate at t = -°° to a f i n a l state at t = i s required. 
The sc a t t e r i n g operator i s defined as 
S = l i m i t y ( t , t Q ) (1.11) 




I f there i s no interaction at time t then 
o 
- i E . t 
l ^ S 3 t 0 > = e 1 0 |^> (1.13) 
where H Q|IJK> = ^ | i j j ^ > and |i|^> i s some i n i t i a l state. 
Since 
iH t 
|^> = e ° 0 | y B , t > ( l . l U ) 
then comparing t h i s with equation (1 .2) we can suppose that 
|VFV°°> = l v 
The f: ;;ial state i n the interaction picture w i l l be a superposition of eigen-
states of H . Thus o 
|Y\+»> = £ a U > 
n n n 
and 
Sh.> = E S. U > >Yx m | r n n 
hence the t r a n s i t i o n amplitude S^f. i s given by 
S. f = <^f|S|^.> (1 .15) 




To evaluate the l i m i t s implied by equation (1.16) we adopt a procedure due 
to Gell-Mann and Goldberger (1953). Tlie l i m i t of f ( t ) as t ±°° i s defined 
as 
and 
l i m i t f ( t ) = l i m i t e f ° m e e ^ f ( t 1 ) dt' ' (1.17) 
t-+-°° + e-Kj 
l i m i t f ( t ) = l i m i t c /" e £ fc' f ( t ' ) dt' (1 .18) 
t->+~ _+ 0 r->o 
I f the M i l l e r operator i s defined as 
« + = l i m i t y ( 0,t) (1 .19) 
t-+—00 
then 
- I E t ' 




e-0 + a 
a 
From equation (1.20) i t i s apparent that (E -H)|^ +> = 0, thus |^ +> i s an 
a a a 
eigenstate of H with eigen energy E a 
S i m i l a r l y i f Q i s defined as the l i m i t u (0,t) and \i> > = \fy > then 
t->+« a a 
U ~> = U > + * . v U > (1 .22) | r a I r a E - H - I E 1 a a 
and equation (1.16) becomes 
S . f = <* f "|ip. + > (1-23) 
I t w i l l be seen l a t e r that | f^.~> and |i|^ +> s a t i s f y d ifferent boundary con-
dit i o n s . In equations (1.21) and (1.22) the l i m i t e ->- 0 i s implied. 
5. 
The scattering matrix element may be written as 
S i f = 6 i f - 2iri 6(E f-E.) T. f (1.2*1) 
where 
T i f = <^f|V|,jK+> (1.25) 
i s a matrix element of the operator T defined such that 
T|iJ,.> = V|^.+> (1 .26) 
The t r a n s i t i o n probability per unit time, denoted by V/ f^, at time t i s 
W.f - l i m i t |^ |<^ f!y(t,t o)|i!;.>| 2 (1 .27) 
= 2 ImT. . 6.-. + 2TT 6 ( E . - E J I T . .1 2 (1.28) I X i f i f 1 i f 
The s i n g u l a r i t y i n equation (1.28) i s removed by considering a t r a n s i t -
ion to a group of states about E = E^. instead of to a sp e c i f i e d f i n a l state. 
A p a r t i c u l a r state i s characterised by energy E, and momentum vector k. Let 
the number of states with momentum vectors within dfi and energies i n the 
range E to E + dE be p(E) dE dfi. 
I f |ijn> does not belong to t h i s f i n a l set of states becomes 
W i f = 'If E W i f 0(E) 6E6n 
= 2-(T p ( E f ) |T i f| 2 where E± = E f (1 .29) 
Box normalisation gives the density of states to be 
p ( E ) = 0 (1.30) 
where E = K 2 / 2 u , and y i s the reduced mass 
V K 
W i f =ThT ' T i f l 2 ^ 
VL f i s the t r a n s i t i o n probability per unit time for an incident flux of 
K^/u, hence the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section i s given by 
I ( n ) = r l T i f ' 2 ( 1 - 3 2 ) 
i 
and the t o t a l cross section Q 
The above analysis expresses the t o t a l and d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections i n 
terms of the t r a n s i t i o n matrix which i n turn may be written i n terms of the 
t o t a l wave function. A l l these quantities however remain undetermined 
except formally. 
An i t e r a t i v e expression for the t r a n s i t i o n matrix can be obtained 
allowing an approximate solution to the sc a t t e r i n g problem 
T . F = < * F | V | ^ . + > 
= ^ I V C I + G V ) ! ^ (1 .3*0 
+ 
where G E-H+ie ' 
Now consider the following i d e n t i t i e s 
= Q-1 + P ^ C Q - P ) Q"1 (1 .35) 
= Q - 1 + Q _ 1(Q-P) P~J (1.36) 
with P = E - H + i e , Q = E - II + i e . Then 
7. 
G + = G Q + + G Q + V G + ( I . 3 7 ) 
where G + -
o ~ E-H +ie " 
+ ° + 
I f G on the r i g h t hand side of (1.37) i s successively replaced by G 
given by ( 1 . 37 ) , we obtain the s e r i e s 
G + = G + + G + V G + + G + V G + V G + +... (1 .38) o o o o o o 
then 
T i f = ^ f l V ( 1 + G 0 + V + G o + V G o + V + 
= < ^ f | V | ^ > + < * f | V G q + v|i|».> + . . . (1.39) 
The s e r i e s obtained for the t r a n s i t i o n matrix element i s known as the Pjorn 
s e r i e s . The n t h Born approximation i s obtained by retaining the f i r s t n 
terms of the s e r i e s . For example i n the f i r s t Born approximation r l \ f 
becomes 
l f f = |V| ±^> (UK)) 
B + More d i r e c t l y T^ f can be obtained from T ^ by replacing > by |I|K>. This 
corresponds to the physical s i t u a t i o n where the incident p a r t i c l e velocity 
i s large compared with the v e l o c i t i e s of the target p a r t i c l e s , then the d i s -
t o r t i o n of the system due to the interaction may be disregarded i n c a l c u l a t -
ing the scattering amplitudes. Thus the Born amplitude i s expected to be 
the high energy l i m i t of the Born s e r i e s . This would be s a t i s f i e d i f the 
Bom s e r i e s were a convergent or asymptotic s e r i e s . There have been no con-
c l u s i v e investigations of the convergence properties of the Born serd.es. 
I f the s e r i e s i s convergent then for lower energies one would expect a 
systematic improvement of r e s u l t s as more terms are included i n the s e r i e s . 
8. 
Such an approach i s impractical since only the f i r s t Born term can be 
evaluated exactly. 
2. The Coordinate Representation 
Consider a p a r t i c l e charge z c o l l i d i n g with a hydrogen atom. I n 
figure (1) the positions of the p a r t i c l e s are shown r e l a t i v e to an a r b i t r a r y 
origin 0. P a r t i c l e s 1,2,3 are the incoming p a r t i c l e , hydrogen nucleus and 
the o r b i t a l electron respectively. The masses of the p a r t i c l e s are denoted 
by mi, m2 and m3, where 1113 « m2. 
The SchrUdinger equation for the c o l l i s i o n i s 
[ I * ! ] 1 V s + v(r0>?ij?2) K = ? r ^ T ( 2 > 1 ) 2m 2m 2m 
r 
R 1 
The form of equation (2.1) i s much si m p l i f i e d when the centre of mass motion 
i s separated out. 
Transform to coordinates given by 
(mz+ms) R2 1 = m2 R2 + m3 r 
9. 
and 
R 1 = Hi - I V 
then 
_ J L v 2 . 1 
2m2 V* 
(m2+m3) „ 2 
' 2ni3 3 ~ 2(m2+m3) R 2' r 2m2m3 v r 
where R 2' i s the position vector of the centre of mass of the target atom. 
Now transform to the o v e r a l l centre of mass, R p 
(mi+m2+m3) R Q M = mj Ri + (m2+m3) R 2' 
and R' = Ri - R 2' 
thus the Schrfldinger equation becomes 
[- 2M CM. (m2+m3 ) v 2 M 2m2m3 r 0 
(2.2) 
where M = mi + m2 + m3. 
The t r a n s l a t i o n a l motion of the centre of mass may now be separated out 
to give 
[~ W V " h V + Y(y,r) - Ej<p (R',r) = 0 (2.3) 
where y' = and y = . 
(m3+m2) H (mi+m2H-m3) 
Since for a l l c o l l i s i o n s considered i n t h i s work m2 » m3 then 
y 1 ~ m3, R1 ~ R and y = m i ™ 2 hence equation (2.3) becomes ~ mi +m2 ^ 
[" ill V ' 2mT V + V ( R> r ) - E ] * ® & = 0 { 2 A ) 
This equation holds for both proton and electron impact though the reduced 
mass y w i l l be di f f e r e n t . 
The unperturbed HaiTiiltonian of section I now becomes 
10. 
H = - V. 1 .-. 2 _ 1 n 2 . 1 V z + o 2y R 2M3 r r 
and the interaction potential 
V = z [RT " T ^ T 
The eigenfunction of the unperturbed Hamiltonian i s 
i K R 
^ ( R . r ) = e ~'~ ^ ( r ) (2.5) 
The scattering amplitudes may be found by considering the asymptotic 
form of the sc a t t e r i n g solution given by equations (1.21) and (1.22) 
1 
(E -H±ie) " ' V a 
(2.6) 
and using the i d e n t i t i e s (1.36) and (1.37) 
E -H±ie " E -H ±ie E -H ±ie E -H+ie a a o a o a 
(2.7) 
then equation (2.6) becomes 
\i ±> = U > + _ „ . V U *> r a 1 r a E -H ±ie 1 ya a o 
(2.8) 
I n the co-ordinate representation t h i s becomes 
^ ± ( R , r ) = i> (R,r) + / G ± ( R , r ; R',r') V(R',r') ± ( R ' J r ' ) dR' dr' a ~ ~ a ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ -~ 
(2.9) 
where 
G ~(R,r; R',r') = <R,r E -H ±i e a o 
R',r'> 
11. 
Inserting a complete set of basis states defined by equation (2.5) 
±i K.(R-R') 
G o ± ( ? ^ ~-lBv Z *nirJ ' 'K * - K ^ i e " ( 2 ' 1 0 ) 
n n 
where K 2 = 2u(E -E ) and the summation over the target states Y, includes n a n n 
an integration over the continuum target s t a t e s . 
+ 
Performing the K integration of equation (2.10) G becomes 
±i K n |R-R'| 
n 1 — 1 
thus the i n t e g r a l equation becomes 
±i K n |R-R'| 
V(?>r} = * o ( R > r ) " h Z * n ( ? } ' d ? ' 6 |R-R'| 
x 4> * ( r ' ) u(R',r') i|» ± ( R ' J r ' ) (2.12) n — ~ ~ c ~ *^  
where y(R,r) = 2y V(R,r). 
Now consider the l i m i t of ± ( R , r ) as R -> «>. 
o ~ ~ ~ 
I f 4 *(r») i s a bound state, then / dr' <j> * ( r ' ) y(R',r') ± ( R ' , r ' ) i s a 
rapidly decreasing function of R' for large R'. Thus there i s an e f f e c t i v e 
upper bound on R' outside which there i s a negligible contribution to the 
in t e g r a l with respect to R'. I f R gets larger than the upper bound on R' 
we may expand |R-R'| as follows 
|R-R'I = R (1- I T - (R.R')+...) for R » R' 
hence 
±i K R . v „. 
+ , n - l K .R' + 
i|;-(R,r) f ( R , r ) - 4- £ 4 ( r ) ^ — = / dR'dr' e ~ n ~ 4 ( r ' )y(R' ,r»)C(R' , r ' ) 
R*» n 
±i K|R-R'I 
- / dK» (|,KI ( r ) / dR' dr-1 6 | R_ R~|~ **, ( r * ) v(R' , r ' ) ^ 0 ± ( R ' ,r ' ) 
(2.13) 
12. 
The t h i r d term of t h i s expression a r i s e s from the continuum target states 
included by equation (2.12) aid corresponds to an ionization process where 
the bound electron i s excited to a continuum state of the target. The f i r s ' 
two terms of equation (2.13) may be written 
• v u ±i K R 
l K .R n ^ / v 
e ~° ~ <f> ( r ) + E — f (K ,K ) 4 ( r ) (2.14) 
y o ~ R on ~o'~n Y n ~ ' 
t h i s corresponds to a plane wave incident on a target described by <J> ( r ) 
±i K R ° ~ 
e n 
being scattered into r a d i a l waves ^ . The po s i t i v e exponent m 
equation (2.14) corresponds to an outgoing r a d i a l wave and the negative 
exponent to an incoming r a d i a l wave. The l a t t e r s i t u a t i o n i s a time revers-
. . . . . i + a l of the f i r s t as would be expected from the i n i t i a l derivation of >. 
The s c a t t e r i n g amplitude ^ o n ^ 0 ' ^ n ) corresponds to i n i t i a l and f i n a l 
momenta, K q and respectively and exc i t a t i o n of the target fron: states 0 
to n. 
f o n ( ? V K n ) = - -jL ; dR. dp. e + 1 ~ n'~ ^ ( r ' ) u(R',r«_) * 0 ±(R ,,£ ,> 
(2.15) 
The s c a t t e r i n g amplitude could be obtained more d i r e c t l y from the t r a n s i t i o n 
matrix element of equation (1.25). 
T i f = <^f|V|^.+> 
In the co-ordinate representation t h i s becomes 
T (K ,K ) = / dR' dr» \b *(R',r') V(R' 3r») ii ± ( R ' , r ' ) on ~o'~n ~ ~ r n ~ '~ ~ 3„ ro ~ ~ 
= - f (K ,K ) u on ~o ~n 
K 
so that I ( n ) = J1 If I 2 (2.16) K 1 on1 o 
3. P a r t i a l Wave Analysis 
P a r t i a l wave analysis provides a method by which the scattering ampli-
tudes can be calculated. The objective of t h i s method i s to convert the 
time-independent Schrfldinger equation from a p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equation 
i n t o a set of ordinary d i f f e r e n t i a l equations, f o r which the techniques of 
solution are bett e r known. 
The asymptotic form of the t o t a l wavefunctions i s 
• y n 1 K R 
, l J \ . n n 
i|» (R,r) -*• e ~° ~ <j> ( r ) + Z e p f (K ,K ) cj> ( r ) (3.1) j^x, ° - n R on ~o'~n Y n ~ 
The incident plane wave may be expanded as 
m 
Here j (KR) i s the spherical Bessel function and has the following behaviour 
f o r large arguments 
j ( x ) . s i n ( ^ n / 2 ) ( 3 < 3 ) 
The scattering amplitudes may also be expanded i n terms of the complete sets 
V m (?o } ^ d a S o o 
f (K 3K ) = 2 l T l y .E i 0 T(n A m Into) on ~o ~n /i7 v x /2 S. m o o o 1 (K K ) * o o 
° n Am 
x Y * (K ) Y. (K ) (3.1]) A m ~o Am ~n o o 
Since i s defined by R i n the asymptotic region, the t o t a l wavefunctions 
may be. w r i t t e n as 
in, 
. A +1 - * ( r ) 
* ( R ' r ) "* 271" n £ Zm 1 Y m ( K o } W " ~ V, R-*x> • n V o o o ~° ~ n R(K K ) 2 
Jim 
x f- 6n Jl m ,nJUr e 
- i ( K R-J?,TT/2) n 
£m o o cr 
i ( K R-%tor) 
" B ( V o m o ' n A i n ) e " 3 (3-5) 
where T = 6 - S. 
This form of the wavefunction shows the incoming r a d i a l waves and out-
going scattered r a d i a l waves, the amplitudes of the l a t t e r being given by 
the appropriate S-matrix element. The conservation of the f l u x of p a r t i c l e s 
requires that the S-matrix i s unitary. 
Z |S(n I m |nAm)|2 = 1 (3-6) „ o o o n&m 
The wavefunction may also be expanded i n a complete set of target states 
i|>+(R,r) = Z P (R) 4> n(r) (3.7) 
n 
s u b s t i t u t i n g i n the Schrttdinger equation of the previous section we get 
[~v 2 + K H P (R) = E P (R) V (R) (3.8) L- R n —1 n ~ m ~ ran ~ m 
where V (R) = / <j> * ( r ) V(R,r) $ ( r ) dr. ran ~ n ~ m ~ ~ 
Nov/ expanding 
J> +1 
V R ) = 2lT i\ 777T^ fr r ( R ) V m <£o> V R ) (3'9) 
o o (K K ) o o o 
£m 
where T = nlm, 
with the asymptotic conditions 
- i ( K R-JLTT/2) i ( K R-ftTr/2) 
f r r(R) + [ « r r e n - S e n • 
and f r r ( 0 ) = 0 
o 
and s u b s t i t u t i n g equation (3-9) i n (3-8) we would obtain a set of second 
order ordinary d i f f e r e n t i a l equations f o r the r a d i a l functions f p(R). I f 
o 
the summation on the r i g h t hand side of equation (3-8) i s truncated at m = N 
then a set of N d i f f e r e n t i a l equations w i l l r e s u l t . The asymptotic forms 
of fp p(R) can then be calculated to y i e l d the T-matrix elements, 
o 
Prom equation (2.16) the t o t a l cross-section i s given by 
Q (K ) = / d K I f (K ,K ) 1 2 (3.10) on ~o K ~n 1 on ~o'~n 1 J o 
using equation (3 .9) 
h 2 Q (K ) = „ Z„ , , T(n I m InJlm) T*(n I 'm 'InAra) on ~o K I m I 'm ' o o o1 o o o 1 o o o o o 
x Y * (K ) Y„ , ,(K ) I m ~o I 'm ' ~o o o o o 
and averaging over a l l directions of incidence 
Qon = TKV A | T ( n o y n o l ^ l 2 (3-11) o o o 
im 
This type of formulation can only be applied t o electron c o l l i s i o n s since 
f o r proton c o l l i s i o n s the p a r t i a l wave expansion i s only slowly convergent 
and a large number of cases would have t o be considered. 
The above analysis has been done i n a completely uncoupled represent-
ation of atomic and incident p a r t i c l e states as the basis set. There i s 
considerable advantage i n considering a coupled representation, t h i s i s done 
i n a l a t e r section. 
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4. Re arrangement Co1lisions 
Oiir i n t e r e s t i n rearrangement c o l l i s i o n s here i s r e s t r i c t e d t o t h e i r 
effects on e l a s t i c and ex c i t a t i o n cross-sections. Rearrangement includes 
the exchange of one electron f o r the other i n the case of the electron 
c o l l i s i o n , and i n the case of a proton c o l l i s i o n the capture of the o r b i t a l 
electron by the incoming proton. This l a t t e r process i s known as charge 
transfer and i t s effects are dealt w i t h i n some d e t a i l l a t e r . 
The exact wavefunction i|/(R,r) may be expanded i n a complete set of 
basis states 
* + ( R , r ) = £ F (R) <J> ( r ) + / dK <\>v(r) F„(R) (4.1) ~ ~ n n ~ i \ ~ 
the i n t e g r a l term i s a continuous summation over the continuum states. For 
energetically accessible channels the expansion coefficients must have one 
asymptotic form 
• V T, i K R l K .R n 
F (R) e ~° - 6 + f (0) £—5 (4-2) 
n ~ R+oo on on R 
To allow f o r the p o s s i b i l i t y of electron exchange the wavefunction ^ + ( R , r ) 
must have an additional boundary condition. 
i K n r 
i|>+(R,r) - I g Q n ( 9 ) e - •••• 4, (R) (4.3) 
r-*» n 
I t i s not obvious how expansion (4.1) can s a t i s f y the boundary conditions 
of (4.3) since from equation (4.1) 
i|>+(R,r) •*• / dK <() ( r ) P R(R) (4.4) 
I n general <j>R(r) w i l l be o s c i l l a t i n g functions so that 
l i m i|/(R,r) = 0 
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However C a s t i l l e j o et a l . (1960) have shown, i n the special case of e l a s t i c 
scattering, that F^(R) contain s i n g u l a r i t i e s . Integrating around these 
s i n g u l a r i t i e s yields the correct asymptotic form of (R,r) f o r exchange. 
This implies that i t i s necessary t o include the continuum states i n expans-
ions such as (4.1) i n order to describe the exchange c o l l i s i o n process 
adequately. The expansion (4.1) with boundary conditions (4.2) and (4.3) 
i s unique. The exchange boundary condition (4.3) removes the arbitraryness 
introduced by the s i n g u l a r i t i e s of F„(R). The s i n g u l a r i t i e s may be avoided 
by considering an overcomplete expansion 
ij/(R,r) = I (J) ( r ) F (R) + E <j) (R) G ( r ) (4.5) r ' r n ~ n ~ Ym ~ m ~ n m 
and choosing F (R) and t o b e n o n _ s : ' - n S u l a r • The expansion (4.5) then 
has the correct boundary conditions f o r large R or r since f o r large R only 
the f i r s t term w i l l contribute and f o r large r only the second. 
The Pauli exclusion p r i n c i p l e requires that the o v e r a l l wav. function 
be antisymmetric with respect t o the interchange of the space and spin co-
ordinates of the two electrons. Such a wavefunction can be constructed 
since the Hamiltonian i s symmetric i n R and r . -.Thus 
X ±(R,r) = if> +(R,r) ± / ( r , R ) (4.6) 
The function x + i s associated with the singlet spin function, and x with 
+ 
the t r i p l e t spin function, x has the following asymptotic form 
i K R 1 K n R 
X ±(R,r) - Z ["* ( r ) e ~n"~ 6 + ( f i g ) ^ + ( r ) ~ | (4.7) 
The combination of spin states of the two electrons to give spin wave-
functions of d e f i n i t e symmetry shows that the scattering i s divided three 
to one between t r i p l e t and singlet modes so that f o r random spin orientat-
ions the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section becomes 
18. 
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Prom equation (4.6) x~ ^ay be expanded as 
X ±(R }r) = Z <J> ( r ) F (R) ± Z <j> (R) G ( r ) ('I-9) 
n n 
+ 
then x has the appropriate symmetry properties and F and G may he chosen 
t o be continuous giving the correct boundary conditions i n the l i m i t of 
large R or r . 
19. 
P A R T I I 
I n the f i r s t part we reviewed the necessary elements of scattering 
theory. I n t h i s part the theory i s applied and some ex i s t i n g calculations 
described. Since any calculations performed can only be done i n a manner 
such that they only approximate the exact theory then we seek t o i s o l a t e the 
components of the exact theory that are necessary f o r a satisfactory approx-
imate theory. There have been a great many d i f f e r e n t attempts t o describe 
electron and proton c o l l i s i o n s w i t h hydrogen. Here we only describe a few 
of these, selected because of t h e i r relevance t o our own work. 
5. The F i r s t Born Approximation 
The importance of t h i s approximation i s i n the b e l i e f that i t i s the 
high eoergy l i m i t of the exact quantal solution t o the scattering problem. 
I t s other advantage i s that i t i s r e l a t i v e l y simple t o evaluate compared 
wi t h other approximations. 
The t r a n s i t i o n matrix element f o r the f i r s t Born approximation i s given 
by equation (1.40) 
T ^ = «|Jf|vU>.> 
i(K.-K ).R .... , . 
= / dR dr e - 1 - 1 ~ V(R,r) <j> * ( r ) <j>. ( r ) 
now consider the momentum transfer p = - K^,, then since by Bethes i n t e g r a l 
we have 
then the matrix element becomes, f o r i i f 
B UTTZ 1 P , R 
T i f ~ w * e ~ ~ V^ 0 dr ( 5 > 2 ) 
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'A represents the charge of the incoming p a r t i c l e and i s ±1 . 
The t o t a l cross section may be w r i t t e n i n terms of momentum transfer 
so that 
P 
r P . mm 
Q i ? = 2 k ^ l T i ? l 2 p d p H > 2 ) 
The major contribution t o the i n t e g r a l of (5-3) comes from the region 
p ~ P . , hence we may approximate P ~ <». nun 3 t L max 
Conservation of energy gives 
- K f 2 = 2y AE 
where AE i s the change i n energy of the t a r g e t . Thus 
P 2 = K. 2 + K„ 2 - 2 K. K„ i.nn 1 1 i f 
1/ 




r, AE thus P . -> — . mm v 
P and P . are thus independent of p a r t i c l e mass. Hence the Born max mm ^ ^ 
approximation suggests that i n the high v e l o c i t y l i m i t the cross sections 
f o r electron and proton e x c i t a t i o n of hydrogen are the same. This r e s u l t 
i s not confined t o the case of hydrogen atoms but holds f o r any atomic 
target. Measurements of ex c i t a t i o n cross sections f o r helium using protons 
and electrons appear t o support t h i s conclusion, though we have t o r e l y on 
the velocity dependence of the cross sections instead of absolute magnitudes, 
Thomas and Bent (1967). I t would be more satisfactory i f agreement between 
the two cross sections could be observed above some velo c i t y thereby i n d i c -
a t i n g the range of v a l i d i t y of the f i r s t Born approximation. 
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Bom approximation calculations for electron c o l l i s i o n s are reviewed 
by PeterKop and Veldre (1966). In general i t can be said that the t o t a l 
Born cross sections agree with experimental cross-sections above ten times 
the threshold energy of a p a r t i c u l a r t r a n s i t i o n . Bates and G r i f f i n g (1953) 
f i r s t applied the Bom approximation to the excitation of the 2s and 2p 
l e v e l s of hydrogen by proton impact. Results for t h i s process are included 
i n figures (4) and ( 6 ) . 
6. The Second Bern Approximation 
A s i m p l i f i e d second Bom approximation has been evaluated for electron 
and proton s c a t t e r i n g by Holt and Moiseiwitsch (1968). Their method i s a 
combination of methods used by other workers Massey and Mohr (193*0 and 
Kingston et a l . (1960 a,b). 
The t r a n s i t i o n matrix element corresponding to the second Bom approx-
imation may be written using equation (1.39) as 
B 1 T T if i f i f (6.1) 
where 
T i f - ' e 
i ( K i - K f ) . R 
V-.(R) dR 
and 
T. i f = ' V G o + V ^ i > 
= ^ E / dR dR 
n 
i(K..R-K-.R') 1 K J ? ~ ? 




then i f 
we have 
where 
i K I j - R ' l i q.(R-R') 
\ |R-R' I = ^ ; V-K'-iE d 3 
/ i R _ R I r dR' = j^r e (Bethes i n t e g r a l ) 
T.i. = Z T 2 (6.3) i f n n 
7 Kf,n,q-KJ I(n,i,K.-q) dq 
1 S • I? 
I(n,m,s) = / <j>n*(r) ^ ( r ) [ > ~ ~ - lj dr 
The summation of equation (6.3) may be performed by u t i l i s i n g an approximat-
ion due to Massey and Mohr (1934) i . e . set K n = f o r a l l n and use the 
closure r e l a t i o n t o remove the i n f i n i t e sum. Holt and Moiseiwitsch r e t a i n 
the f i r s t N terms of (6.3) exactly and then f o r n >, N+l i s replaced by 
K^+^ and the summation from N+l extending over the continuum states i s done 
by closure. Thus 
T . 2 = T 2 N = T 2 N + S T 2 N + 1 > n (6.5) 
1 1 rirN+1 
The t o t a l cross section f o r the i -> f t r a n s i t i o n i s given by 
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£ I C ' - i l T i f l 2 < " ™ « 
Retaining only the terms that include up t o t h i r d order terms i n the 
p o t e n t i a l v we have 
1+2 Re 
i f 
o — r + 1 I T 1 1 2 
y i f ~ 2ft K ± j - l ' i f 1 
d(cos6) (6.6) 
The integrals a r i s i n g from equation (6.4) are i n general extremely 
complicated. However considerable s i m p l i f i c a t i o n i s possible i f the r e a l 
part of the forward scattering amplitude i s evaluated. Then i t i s possible 
t o compare the effects of including and omitting the continuum states f o r 
N up t o N = 100. Table I shows the results of Holt and Moiseiwitsch f o r 
= 2 a.u. and f o r 9 = 0 . 
Table I 
N - N Re T 2 N Re T 2 
2 .850 1.791 
5 1.053 1.796 
10 1.085 1.797 
100 1.096 1.798 
The convergence of T 2 f o r increasing N i s quite good, N - 5 being 
s a t i s f a c t o r y , however the convergence i s much improved by including a l l 
states even i f most are only included by the closure approximation. The 
discrepancy between the l i m i t s of Re T 2^ and Re T 2^ f o r large N shows the 
importance of including the contribution from the continuum. 
The approximation (6.5) has been applied to electron c o l l i s i o n s f o r the 
I s - l s , ls - 2 s and ls - 2 p processes. I n the case of the e l a s t i c c o l l i s i o n the 
second Born approximations gives cross sections higher than those of the 
f i r s t Born approximations, reasonable agreement between the two being 
attained f o r v ~ 5 a.u.. For the e x c i t a t i o n cross sections agreement be* 
tween f i r s t and second Born approximations i s achieved f o r v > 3 a.u. For 
proton c o l l i s i o n s the f i r s t Born approximation seriously underestimates the 
2s e x c i t a t i o n cross section i n comparison with the second Born approximat-
io n . The discrepancy i s such that agreement i s not reached u n t i l the proton 
energy exceeds 300 KEV. The reason f o r the difference i s the strong long 
range 2s-2p coupling that i s included by the second Born approximation. The 
ls - 2 p t r a n s i t i o n cross sections are i n quite good agreement f o r energies 
above 200 KEV. The comparison of the f i r s t and second Born approximations 
i n t h i s manner affords no d e f i n i t e indication as to the r e l i a b i l i t y of the 
f i r s t Born approximation. 
7. The Close Coupling Approximation 
I n t h i s approach t o the scattering problem the techniques of p a r t i a l 
wave analysis are applied using a coupled representation. This leads t o a 
set of second order ordinary i n t e g r o - d i f f e r e n t i a l equations that may be 
solved i n a truncated eigenfunction expansion approximation. Such a proced-
ure i s only applicable t o the electron scattering problem. The electron 
co-ordinates are defined as r i and n r e l a t i v e t o the centre of mass, i n 
t h i s case the hydrogen atom nucleus. 
The quantum numbers i d e n t i f y i n g the c o l l i s i o n channel are specified by 
n,A,u,£,m,L,M 
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where nXy - i d e n t i f y the target atomic state 
£m - the o r b i t a l angular- momentum and i t s z-component of the 
scattered electron 
and L,M - the t o t a l angular moinentum and i t s z-component 
L must obey the tr i a n g u l a r r e l a t i o n 
|£-X|.<?L<cJl + X 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of exchange scattering i s included by e x p l i c i t l y symmetris-
ing the approximate wave-function used. 
Eigenfunctions of t o t a l angular momentum may be constructed 
M n X ( r a ) Y p t r ^ r z ) = - ~ ~ - Z x(X 3jt }L; y,m,M) Y, ( r 2 ) Y ( r x ) (7-1) i ~ ~ r 2 • ^ AU ~ £,m ~ 
y n X ( r z } 
where the target eigenfunction cj> n(r 2) = — — ^Xu^'2^ 3 1 l d 
T(X,£,L; y,m,M) are Clebsh-Gordan coefficients defined i n Rose (1957). The 
symbol r represents the quantum numbers nX£LMj and T q represents the i n c i d -
ent channel quantum numbers, V = n X I LM. The t o t a l wave-function f o r a 
1 ' o o o o 
given incident channel Yq i s 
? r r ( r j P r r ( r 2 ) 
% ( r i , r 2 ) = Z g Y r ( ^ i 5 r 2 ) ± Z % Y r ( r 2 j r ! ) 
r o " ~ n,Jl,X r i r ~ ~ nJiX 1 ' ~ 
(7-2) 
The asymptotic form of the r a d i a l functions may be assumed t o be 
P ( r ) (K ) ~ 1 / z r& e 
r r K J _ ^ V r r 
o r-*» o 
i(K r-£Tr/„) 
- S r e n 2 ] (7.3) 
o 
We require to f i n d the scattering amplitudes i n terms of the scattering 
matrix element „. The t o t a l wavefunction ijv has the asymptotic form 
1 1 J\ 
o o 
,-y 2 r r _ i ( K n r " £ l T / 2 ) 
1 K n ' r » J' K» ^ 
i K .r 
But e may be expanded as 
e l ~° ~ > = H \ \ ^ J» ( Ko r , ) ' V - <!b> *» m <?>> " - 5 > £ =0 o m o o " o o o o 
and from equation (7-1) using the orthogonality properties of Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients 
h m *o<i>> = A T ( X o *o L>»o mo M ) Y f ( N ? 2 ) (7.6) o o L,M o 
Using results (7-6) and (7.5) the incident wave i n (7.4) becomes 
e 1 * 0 ( r 2 ) = I , * Z i"° _(K Q n ) (K ) U A ^ L ^ m M ) Y, ( h ) ? ) 
L M o o o o 
A m o o 
A -1 
2TT Z i ° Y * (K ) - (A I L,u in M) yv ( r l 3 r 2 ) r , ~ L M *o mo ~° o o o o T Q ~ ~ 
£ m o o 
! r i(K or,-£ ir/ ) - i ( K r i - * 0 i r / 2 ) - | 
The t o t a l wavefunction may be expanded as 
*K = T E M B U o m o r o ) Vm ( * o } * f o L M o o o 
£, m o o 
Using equation (7-2) and the asymptotic form of F„ , ^  becomes 
o o 
* K ^ , r 2 ) - Z BU mQ r Q ) Y * m (K Q) Z Y r < r i , r 2 ) 
o ri-*°° L M o o nlX 




Comparing the incident waves of (7.7) and (7.8) i . e . compare the c o e f f i c -
- i ( K ri-Jt u/ ) 
ients of Y * (K ) Y r ( r 1 } r 2 ) e ° ° , we get A m ~o' T - 1 o o o 
A +1 u 
B<*o mo r o ) = 2 T r 1 ( V 2 T<\, *o L> 1 Jo m o M ) ( 7 ' 9 ) 
thus 
V 1 - Y r ( r x , r 2 ) * K ( r i , r 2 ) + 2TT E i ° T(A £ L,u^ ni M) Y * (K ) Z - ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ v. T M 0 0 ° o A m v^o .. „ r i o ri-x» L M o o nXA 
-i( K n-A TT/_) i ( K n-A T T / J -
A rn o o 
77^" L6ror e - V E J x \ v * L V 
(7.10) 
The t o t a l wavefunction may be decomposed i n t o two parts, the incident 
o 
wave tyj^Q and the scattered wave ^ S C^ T- ^'j^c ^ s given by equation (7-7). 
Hence combining equations (7.7) and (7.10) we get 
A -A 1 K n T } 
*SCAT =
 2 7 TVM ^ T U o A o L ^ o m o M ) * V N £ 2 ) — r 7 ~ L M nAA 
A m o o 
Y * (K ) 
A m ~o 
(K K ) / z F o r r o r o n 
Comparing t h i s vdth the asymptotic form of the scattered wave, equation 
(7-4), the scattering amplitude becomes 
A -A 
i ° 
f = 2TH. Z — X T T U A L,y^ rn M) T ( X A L,y m M) 
° n L M (K K ) 2 0 0 0 0 Am ° n o o 
A,m 
x Vn, ( i > V i ' Tr r (7-12> 
o o o 
where T = 6 - S. 
when t h i s expression i s compared with scattering amplitude defined i n the 
uncoupled representation, equation (3-4), the r e l a t i o n between the two 
representations i s such that 
T(n I m In t, m) = I T(X I L,y m M) T(X I L,y m M) O O O 1 o o ' o o 
X T r r (7.13) 
o 
where the quantum numbers n Q and n i n the expression T ( n Q Jl m 0 l n ^ m ) 
i m p l i c i t l y contain X Q \IQ and Xy respectively. 
The expression f o r the t o t a l cross section i s then given by equation 
(3-11)• Using the orthogonality conditions of the Clebsch-Gordan c o e f f i c -
ients and averaging over the U q states we have 
o o o o L,isl o 
Here we have assumed that Tp p i s independent of M, the z;--component of t o t a l 
o 
angular momentum. This must be so since the physics of the c o l l i s i o n i s 
independent of the axes used to describe i t . 
The equations s a t i s f i e d by the r a d i a l function Fp p are derived by 
o 
subs t i t u t i n g the expansion (7.2) i n t o the Schrb'dinger equation. This yields 
f" d i _ £U+1) A v 2~1 W , \ 
•dFT2' ~ "Tr 2" + K N J F r r ( r i ) 
= 2y / d r i d r 2 Yr*(£i>r2) V ( n , r 2 ) E F r r , ( r i ) Y r , ( * i , r 2 ) ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ I " o i ~ ~ 
± 2y r i / dr j d r 2 Yr*(£i,r2) S [ X ( r 2 ) + V ( r 2 , n ) - E - E 
Fp r , ( r 2 ) 
X — Y r , ( J z , r i ) (7.15) 
Equation (7.15) has the more compact form, Burke (1969) 
o1 r o (7.16) 
where Vp r, and Wpr, are defined below, Wpp, being an i n t e g r a l operator. 
V r r, = 6 X X, 6 W + E y a ( P n A , V x ' l r ' ) y ^ ' J ' L ) ] *— a=o —1 
(7-17) 
and 
Wrr, = 2y ( - i ) X + A ~ L f f (xr,X'£;L) [ V E + E , - El 6 A(y , ,FP _,,) IT 1 n a ' I n n' —1 ao nX5 T 1 ' 
+ ^ n x > F r r - I ^ O V x ' ( r i ) ' ( 7 - l 8 ) 
o --J 
where y a(A,B|n) = / Q d r 2 A ( r 2 ) B ( r 2 ) q a ( r i , r 2 ) 
, v a, a+1 q a ( r i , r 2 ) = Vi / r 2 n < r 2 
a, a+1 = r 2 / r i r 2 < r i 
0 1 nip 
my' 
x ' < ^ v / ? * ' y < ? * > 
and A(A,B) i s the overlap i n t e g r a l 
/ dr A(r) B(r) 
Equations (7»l6) are solved numerically the number of states included i n the 
i n i t i a l expansion being truncated f o r some n = N. This yields Sr-matrix 
elements that are v a r i a t i o n a l l y of 'second-order accuracy'. 
The close coupling equations have been solved by several workers. 
Burke, Shey and Smith (1963) calculated cross sections i n the energy range 
11 -*• 5*1.4 eV, including only the I s , 2s and 2p states i n the expansion (7-2). 
The agreement of these results with the experimental results of HiIs et a l . 
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(1966), Stebbings et a l . (1960) and Lichten and Shulty (1959) i s poor i n 
t h i s overall energy range. This i s possibly due t o the l i m i t e d number of 
states included i n the approximate wavefunction. Burke et a l . (196?) nave 
solved the close coupling equations retaining only the Is,2s,2p, 3d and 3p 
states i n the energy range 10-12.5 eV. The results of these calculations 
show the effects of resonances associated with the n = 2 and n = 3 threshold 
energies on the t o t a l cross sections. The fact t h a t the I s , 2s and 2p c a l -
culation does not give the resonance f o r the n = 3 threshold indicates the 
importance of including at least a l l the open channels f o r a p a r t i c u l a r 
energy i n the approximate wavef unction. 
The problem of convergence of close coupled calculations has been 
investigated by Burke and Shey (1962). They calculated the s-wave phase 
s h i f t f o r 1,2,3,5 and 6 state wavefunctions. Their results are displaced 
i n table (2). 
Table (2) 
INCLUDED STATES K2 = 0.55 K2 = 0.60 
I s .700 .670 
ls-2s .735 .711 
ls-2s-2p .785 • 771 
ls-2s-2p-3s .789 • 774 
ls-2s-2p-3s-3p .798 .781 
The convergence of the phase s h i f t s i s obviously poor p a r t i c u l a r l y 
since the obvious region of application of close coupling calculations i s 
i n the range considered i n table (2). A reason f o r t h i s slow convergence 
i s not hard t o f i n d . Castilejo et a l . (1960) show that f o r electron 
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hydrogen c o l l i s i o n s the 2p state contributes only 66$ of the ground state 
polarisation while a l l bound states contribute 81.4$ and the continuum 
states contribute the remainder. This means that the long range p o l a r i s a t -
ion p o t e n t i a l i s poorly represented i n a close coupled approximation that 
only includes a small number of target states. Hence such a method must be 
inaccurate when the polarisation p o t e n t i a l i s important. Polarisation 
effects may be included i n the close coupling approximation by including 
extra terms i n the i n i t i a l expansion that account f o r part of the o p t i c a l 
p o t e n t i a l . The o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l may be defined i n the following way, 
i n i t i a l l y due t o Peshbach (1962). 
Consider the projection operators P and Q} such that P + Q = I and 
PQ = QP = 0. The Schrtidinger equation may be w r i t t e n as 
P(H-E) CP+Q)* 0 CM9a) 
and Q(H-E) (P+Q)<f> = 0 (7-19b) 
from equation (7.19b) we have 
= " QQ(H=E)Q W 
and hence (7.19a) becomes 
'H-PHQ ^ g j g QHP-E P* = 0 
The close coupling equation may be w r i t t e n as 
P(H-E) P4> = 0 
Hence the terms omitted by the close coupling approximation are 
v = -PHQ mm ®* (7-20) 
^opt k*"lUS represents the effects of the terms omitted from the close coupled 
expansion. Part of the o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l can be included by w r i t i n g the 
wavefunction, neglecting symmetry properties, as 
i K r i , r 2 ) = 2 P ( n ) 4> (r»i) '+ I a- x ( r i , r 2 ) (7-21) 
the f i r s t summation corresponds to Fty and the second t o Qip. A v a r i a t i o n a l 
p r i n c i p l e applied to a t r i a l function of t h i s type gives the usual set of 
close coupled equations coupled t o a set of linear' equations a r i s i n g from 
the v a r i a t i o n of the a^ coef f i c i e n t s . This procedure has been applied by 
Taylor and Burke (1967) who include the I s , 2s and 2p states exactly and 
twenty extra terms. The calculations were done i n the energy range 
10-11.5 eV. Good agreement i s reached between t h i s calculation and the 
previous ls-2s-2p and ls-2s-2p-3s-3p close coupling calculations. This 
implies that the close coupling approximation i s r e l i a b l e beneath the thres-
hold of the f i r s t omitted channel. 
A comparison of these three calculations and the experimental results 
of Litchen and Shulty (1959) i s made by Burke, Taylor and Ormonde (1967). 
The 2p cross sections i n the energy range 10-11.8 eV agree w e l l with the 
experimental cross sections f o r the ls-2p t r a n s i t i o n , the normalisation 
being consistent with the Born approximation results at high energies. The 
2s cross sections, however, are almost a factor of 2 higher than the experi-
mental cross sections normalised to the f i r s t Born results at 300 eV. Re-
normalisation of the 2s experimental results produces good agreement wi t h 
a l l three calculations. This c o n f l i c t of high and low energy data f o r the 
2s cross sections remains unresolved. However Damburg and Propin (1972) 
have solved the close coupling approximation f o r a model i n t e r a c t i o n ; re-
t a i n i n g only the ls-2p and 2s-2p coupling. The r e s u l t i n g equations are 
solved exactly and compared w i t h the Bom approximation; obtained by neglect-
ing the 2s-2p coupling i n the same mode].. Their results f o r the 2p e x c i t a t -
ion t o t a l cross section show that the coupling between channels o f • f i x e d 
t o t a l angular momentum increases with an increase i n the incident electron 
energy and that consequently the close coupling r e s u l t tends t o the Born 
re s u l t more slowly than expected. Such an effect on the 2s t r a n s i t i o n cross 
section i s l i k e l y t o be r e l a t i v e l y larger since the ls-2s t r a n s i t i o n i s not 
o p t i c a l l y allowed. The discrepancy between the two results lends support 
to the conjectures of Burke et a l . (1967) and Geltman and Burke (1970) that 
the normalization of 2s and 2p experimental data to the Born approximation 
at 300 eV i s unsatisfactory. 
When the incident energy i s above the threshold energy of the f i r s t 
omitted state the effects of the omitted states can be included 
by expanding the t o t a l wavefunction i n a discrete set of states that are not 
target eigenfunctions. This so called Sturmian expansion was f i r s t suggest-
ed by Rotenberg (1962). The Sturmian functions T ^ may be w r i t t e n 
T . ( r ) = - S , ( r ) Y. ( r ) (7.22) nXy ~ r nX Xy ~ 
where the x'adial part s a t i s f i e s 
a X 
0 d
2 ^ + _n_ _ S , ( r ) = e S . ( r ) (7-23) dr r r J nX nX 
eX = ( X + l ) 2 an£ ^ s ^ e r e ( 5 u i r e d eigenvalue. With t h i s choice of the 
'lowest' eigenfunction f o r S^ coincides with the lowest r a d i a l hydrogenic 
eigenf unction u ^ . By making the transformation x = a ^ r , i t can be seen 
that each higher Sturmian function i s related to a corresponding hydrogenic 
function by 
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where a . = n/(X+l), 
Since n ^ X + 1, 1 the higher Sturmian functions are more com-
pact than the corresponding hydrogenic functions. The Sturrnian eigen-
functions are a l l denumerable, there i s no continuum. Thus a f i n i t e number 
of Sturmian functions may p a r t l y represent the continuum states of the 
hydrogen atom. 
The possible improvement afforded by the use of Sturmian functions i s 
achieved at the expense of the s i m p l i c i t y of the asymptotic boundary con-
d i t i o n s . 
Burke and Shey (1962) suggested an expansion i n functions s i m i l a r t o 
the Sturmian functions. Neglecting symmetry the t o t a l wavefunction may be 
w r i t t e n 
P r r ( r i ) Gr ( n ) <!,, (r,,rO = I Y r ( r i , r 2 ) + Z R r l ( r l 5 r 2 ) (7-25) 
where f represents the quantum numbers n'£'X'LM and 
V n ' X . < ^ 
x Y A , M I ( ? i ) Y x v < ? 2 ) (7-26) 
Rp.Cfi.rz) = -~ I T ( X ' £ , L 1 ra'y'M) 
1 - ~ r 2 M ' l i t 
The functions V ^ ( r ) are constructed to be normalised t o unity and orthogon-
a l t o each other and t o the hydrogen r a d i a l functions U n X ( r ) f° r the same 
angular momentum quantum numbers. Apart from t h i s the functions v n X ( r ) a r e 
a r b i t r a r y but have the following boundary conditions. 
V , ( r ) r ^ + 1 f o r small r nX 
0 f o r large r 
The coef f i c i e n t s F_ „ and G^  s a t i s f y a set of coupled i n t e g r o - d i f f e r e n t -
l Qi 1 01 
i a l equations whose form i s similar t o equation (7.3 6) when exchange i s 
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allowed f o r . I f only one F and one G function i s retained i n the i n i t i a l 
expansion the equation s a t i s f i e d by has the asyiiptotic form 
[£* • *« • f,] Vr> = 0 ( 7 ' 2 7 ) 
where a i s a function that depends on V ^ r ) and a / r z represents the polar-
i z a t i o n p o t e n t i a l . Damburg and Karule (1967) show that the correct polar-
i z a b i l i t y can be achieved i f V i s chosen t o be 
V 2 1 = ( 2 r 2+r 3) e" r (7.28) 
/L29 
Burke et a l . (1969) u t i l i s e t h i s pseudo state i n a ls -2s -2p calculation. 
The 2p state being the pseudo state given i n equation (7 .28) . The addition 
of a 2s hydrogenic state w i l l not af f e c t the long range behaviour i n the Is 
channel since the ls - 2 s coupling i s short range only. Hence the po l a r i z a t -
ion p o t e n t i a l i s correctly described i n t h i s calculation. The results 
obtained show considerable improvement over those of previous close coupled 
calculations when compared t o the v a r i a t i o n a l calculation of Swartz (196'1). 
The method of pseudo state expansions has been applied t o electron 
scattering i n the energy range 16-5^ eV, Burke and Webb (1970). The expans-
ion includes the I s , 2s and 2p hydrogenic states exactly and two pseudo 
states, 3s and 3p. The pseudo states are chosen so as t o have approximately 
the same range as the 2s and 2p atomic eigenstates, and also so that t h e i r 
threshold energies coincide w i t h each other and wit h the ion 1 s ;ation thres-
hold. The 2s and 2p cross sections calculated show surprisingly good agree-
ment with experiment, see figures ( 9 ,11 ) ; The normalisation of the experi-
ments are however s t i l l i n doubt so that t h i s agreement may be f o r t u i t o u s . 
The convergence of t h i s method at these energies has s t i l l t o be investigat-
ed but i s expected t o be good. 
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In summary the close coupling method appears to be adequate where the 
incident energy i s below the threshold energy of the f i r s t omitted state. 
Above these energd.es i t i s important t o include the effects of omitted 
bound and continuum states. 
8. The Impact Parameter Approximation 
The impact parameter method assumes a r e c t i l i n e a r t r a j e c t o r y f o r the 
incident p a r t i c l e . The i n t e r a c t i o n of the incident p a r t i c l e with the 
target nay then be treated as a time dependent perturbation and the r e s u l t -
i n g ordinary d i f f e r e n t i a l equations solved accordingly. The assumption of 
a r e c t i l i n e a r t r a j e c t o r y implies that the incoming p a r t i c l e i s distinguish-
able from the target p a r t i c l e s so that the effects of electron exchange f o r 
electron c o l l i s i o n s and of nuclear i d e n t i t y f o r proton c o l l i s i o n s are 
neglected. 
The Schrtidinger equation may be w r i t t e n 
[ - ^ V R 2 - V2 V/ + V(R,r) - ¥(R,r) = 0 (8.1) 
u i s the reduced mass of the incident p a r t i c l e and the co-ordinates are 





Equation (8.1) i s readily deduced from equation (2.3) on the interchange of 
p a r t i c l e s 1 and 3 and r e l a b e l l i n g of the co-ordinates, 
ure due to Wilets and Wallace (1968) we can w r i t e 
„. iyVZ . !F = e ij; 
Following a proced-
(8.2) 
and assuming E ~ Vz wV2, equation (8.1) becomes 
where H(r,R) = -V2 V p 2 + V(R,rb). 
Equation (8.3) may be solved by neglecting the components of V R 2 
associated with the motion of the p a r t i c l e perpendicular t o the p r o j e c t i l e 
v e l o c i t y . This i s equivalent to assuming R = p + Z, where p i s a vector i n 
the X-Y plane perpendicular t o the Z d i r e c t i o n . Then v/e have 
The standard impact parameter equation of motion i s obtained by considering 
the l i m i t as y °° while the p r o j e c t i l e velocity remains f i n i t e . Then 
equation (8.4) becomes 
Q- i V - ^ + H(R,r)J V(r,R) = 0 (8.5) 
w r i t i n g Z = Vt where V i s the velocity of the incident p a r t i c l e we have 
i ~ iKR,r) = H(r,R) i|>(R,r) (8.6) 
where R = p + Vt. 
The electron Hamiltonian H(r,R) may be w r i t t e n as 
H(r,R) = H q + V(R,r b) 
where 
H = - yz V 2 + o r r 
and V(R,r b) = - j - ^ j- - J ^ J - , TI i s the charge of the incoming p a r t i c l e , ±1. 
describes the unperturbed target electron and the target eigenfunctions are 
solutions of 
H o * n ( ^ t } - 1 I t • n ( r a ' t ) ( 8 ' 7 ) 
-ict t 
where $ ( r , t ) = 4 ( r ) e n , Y n ~a* Y n ~a ' 
and a n i s tine eigenenergy of the n t h target state. The t o t a l wavefunction 
may be expanded i n a complete set of target states 
- i a t 
V W = ^ { t ) * s W e 5 ( 8- 8 ) 
here the summation includes an integration over the continuum target states. 
The p r o b a b i l i t y that the target w i l l be i n the m^ ^ state a f t e r a c o l l i s i o n 
i s then given by | arm(+0°) I 2 and the t o t a l cross section f o r e x c i t a t i o n from 
the t o xn*^1 state i s given by 
McCarrol and Salin (1966) have shown that t h i s r e s u l t i s equivalent t o the 
exact quantum theory r e s u l t under the following conditions: 
K. » 1 
l 
K± ~ K f » (2y AE) 1 / 2 (8.10) 
cos" 1 (K±.Kf) « 1 
where and K f are the r e l a t i v e momenta of the scattered p a r t i c l e and 
target nuclei when the target atom i s i n i t s i n i t i a l and f i n a l states 
respectively. AE i s the i n e l a s t i c i t y of the c o l l i s i o n . The conditions of 
(8.10) are w e l l s a t i s f i e d f o r proton impact f o r energies above 1 KEV. For 
electron impact above 20 eV the conditions are at best only marginally 
s a t i s f i e d . The usefulness of the impact parameter approximation f o r t r e a t -
ing electron c o l l i s i o n s i s discussed i n section (9). 
Substituting the expansion (8.8) i n the equation of motion (8.6) we 
obtain an i n f i n i t e set of coupled d i f f e r e n t i a l equations 
1 I t anm ( t ) = S a n s ( t ) V , K ( t ) e^™"'* (8.11) 
s 
where 
V ( t ) = / <j> * ( r ) V(R,r) <$> ( r ) dr nm v n ~a ~ ~ Ym ~a ~ 
A solution may be attempted by r e t a i n i n g only a few of the terms of the 
summation. The impact parameter Born approximation, or I.P.B., i s obtained 
by r e t a i n i n g the e l a s t i c amplitude only. i . e . 
a ( t ) = 6 ns ns 
then 
i ( a -a ) t 
i a ( t ) = V ( t ) e m n nm mn 
and 
, i ( a -a ) t T 
a ( t ) = - i r V ( f ) e m n d t ' + 6 (8.12) nm -<» mn nm 
The equivalence of (8.12) and the wave treatment Bom approximation has been 
shown by Moiseiwitsch (1966). This author also shows the equivalence of 
successive terms of the Born series i n the two approaches. 
The d i s t o r t i o n approximation of Bates (1959) allows e x p l i c i t l y f o r the 
f i n a l state. Equation (8.11) i s approximated t o 
10. 
i ( a -a ) t 
i a ( t ) = a ( t ) V m ( t ) e m n + a ( t ) V ( t ) (8.13) nrn nn mn run nim 
In the weak perturbation approximation we have a ( t ) = 0 f o r n / s, thus 
ns 
hence 
= expC- i ^ V m ( t ' ) a t ' ! ] 
1 % , ( t > = V m ( t ) expC- i / ! . V m ( f ) * G e 1 ^ " ' * 
•• a ( t ) V ( t ) (8.11) nm mm v J 
now transforming a t o c such that to nm nm 
cnm ( f c ) = anm ( t ) ^D- ^ V j f ) d t ' I ] (8.1 5) 
we have 
i c ( t ) = V ( t) e l ( C l m expC" i J* (V (t') - V ( f ) ) d t H nm mn -°° nn mm —1 
thus 
. i ( a '-a * ) t ' 
< V « ( t , ! ! « n . - i / - V m ( t , > e " *' ( 8 a 6 ) 
where 
a 1 = a + V ( f ) dt' n n -°° nn 
Equation (8.16) has the same form as the I.P.B. approximation, but the 
energy levels of the target have been perturbed by the incoming p a r t i c l e . 
More complex approximations t o the i n i t i a l set of equations (8.11) have t o 
be solved numerically, but since they include more coupling terms than the 
I.P.B. or d i s t o r t i o n approximations, they are thought t o describe the 
c o l l i s i o n process more exactly. One such approximation i s due t o Plannery 
(1969). I n t h i s work equations (8.11) were truncated so that only the 
ls,2s,2p o,2p ± 1 states were retained. The four r e s u l t i n g coupled d i f f e r e n t -
i a l equations were then solved numerically. The results of t h i s work are 
discussed at the end of t h i s section. 
For a proton hydrogen c o l l i s i o n there i s always the p o s s i b i l i t y of a 
rearrangement c o l l i s i o n , where the electron forms a bound state with the 
incoming proton; p a r t i c l e B i n f i g u r e (2). In p r i n c i p l e t h i s type of 
process i s included by the eigenfunction expansion (8.8) i n p a r t i c u l a r by 
the continuum states of t h i s expansion. Castilejo et a l . (1960) have shown 
that the co e f f i c i e n t s of the states above the i o n i z a t i o n threshold contain 
s i n g u l a r i t i e s . However i t i s these continuum states that are required t o 
describe the rearrangement channels. No procedures have been developed t o 
deal with these s i n g u l a r i t i e s . The problems associated with the singular-
i t i e s are avoided i f a truncated eigenfunction expansion i s considered. 
This leaves us with a new problem i n how t o describe rearrangement c o l l i s -
ions. One obvious way i s t o project out from the approximate wavefunction 
the f i n a l rearranged state. We s h a l l see that t h i s i s unsatisfactory since 
i t allows ambiguities i n the f i n a l expression f o r the rearrangement ampli-
tudes . 
The rearranged eigenfunction i s given by § (r, , t ) such that 
where 3 n are the rearranged eigenenergies. 
The Schro'dinger equation i s , i n the impact parameter approximation f o r 
proton c o l l i s i o n s 
iB t n (8.17) 
[ 3 iKR,r) /2 V a t a 'b (8.18) 
'12. 
The t o t a l wavefunction may be expanded i n a complete set of rearranged 
states. 
= Z bnq ^ ^ ) q 
then s u b s t i t u t i n g i n the Schro'dinger equation we obtain 
i ( 3 -3 ) t 
1 bnm ( t ) = I b n q ( t ) % ( t ) e ™ ' 
where i n t h i s case V ( t ) = / dr 4 * ( r , ) V(r, ,R) 4.(r, ), but 
i b r a n ( t ) = / dr 4 m * ( r b ) V(r b,R) ^ ( R , r ) 
= I anq( f c) ' * V ( r b } V (?b' R ) ( 8' 2 1 ) 
Since 4 (r, ) * ( ro) a r e n o t orthogonal then b" ( t ) i s dependent upon the 
internuclear p o t e n t i a l . This i s contradictory t o the i n i t i a l assumptions 
of r e c t i l i n e a r t r a j e c t o r i e s f o r the incoming p a r t i c l e , since w i t h i n t h i s 
assumption no choice of internuclear p o t e n t i a l can af f e c t the cross section. 
This d i f f i c u l t y i s overcome by considering a tvjo centred expansion, f i r s t 
suggested by Bates (1958). 
i|»(R,r) = Z a ( t ) 4 ( r , t ) + E b ( t ) 4 (r, , t ) (8.22) r ' n T n ~a m Ym ~b' n m 
where the i n i t i a l channel index has now been dropped. This expansion i s 
overcomplete, but has the advantage of producing rearrangement amplitudes 
that are independent of the internuclear p o t e n t i a l , t o w i t h i n a phase factor. 
This property i s retained when the n and m summations are truncated, provided 
a l l coupling terms implied by (8.22) are retained. 
The expansion (8.22) takes no e x p l i c i t account of the r e l a t i v e c o l l i d -
ing v e l o c i t i e s of the incident p a r t i c l e with the target p a r t i c l e s . I n order 
that capture may take place the electron must acquire the same li n e a r 
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v e l o c i t y as the incoming proton. The larger t h i s velocity i s , t h e greater-
i t s a f f e c t w i l l be on the capture cross sections. This v e l o c i t y dependence 
may be included by considering a two centred expansion i n t r a v e l l i n g o r b i t -
a l s i . e . bound state wavefunctions with an o v e r a l l t r a n s l a t i o n a l movement 
included. Such wavefunctions were f i r s t introduced by Bates and McCarrol 
(1958) and have the form 
* n ( r a , t ) = * n ( r a , t ) expQ- ipvz - Vz i p 2v zO (8.23) 
and 
where the target nucleus has the v e l o c i t y -pv r e l a t i v e to the o r i g i n and 
the incident proton has v e l o c i t y qv r e l a t i v e to the o r i g i n . The quantities 




l i n e R m the r a t i o p:q such that p + q = 1. Using the following r e s u l t s 
z = R.V, z = r.v, z rr 
and 
z - vt = z - z - pvt = z^ - z + qvt = 0 
then i t can be shown that <j> ( r , , t ) s a t i s f i e s 
r n a,bJ 
[ H o " 1 I t ] * n ( r j t ) = V ( r ' R ) * n ( r j t ) ( 8 < 2 i J ) 
so that <j> n(r 3t) are eigenf unctions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian and can 
be used as a basis f o r an eigenfunction expansion. Bates and McCarrol (1958) 
have shown t h i s r e s u l t t o be indepdendent of the o r i g i n 0 so i f we assume 
0 t o coincide w i t h the centre of gravity then p = q = Vz and 
iKr,R) = 2 a ( t ) 5 (r , t ) + S b ( t ) 5 (r, , t ) (8.25) ~ ~ „ I I l i d . 1(1 i n D n m 
Substituting (8.25) i n t o the Schrtfdinger equation and u t i l i s i n g the r e s u l t 
(8.24) i t may be seen that 
~ i ( B -a ) t 
' i L y t ) • r b m(t) s (t) e m " J 
m 
- i ( 3 -a ) t - i ( a -a ) t 




- i ( a -6 ) t 
i £b ( t ) + I kit) Sit) e n m J m n mn —1 n 
- i ( a -3 ) t - i ( 6 -3 ) t 
= S a ( t ) Q ( t ) e n m + Z b ( t ) T ( t ) e n m n inn n mn n n 
where 
S ( t ) = / * * ( r ) <|> (r, ) e l v z dr nm v n ~a Ym b 
S ( t ) = / 4) * ( r . ) ()> ( r ) elwz dr mn Ym b 'n a 
Rnm ( t ) = f V (£a> V ( ? b > R ) ^ 
P n r n ( t ) = ' • n * ( ? a ) V (£a»? ) *m (r a ) * 
V t } = ' V (£b> V ( ? a > R ) *rS*s? ^ *' 
Tmn ( t ) = 1 V(£b> V (?b' R> W 
I f i n equation (8.26) charge exchange i s neglected by considering b ( t ) and 
b ( t ) = 0 the equations reduce to those obtained i n the single centred ext. 
pansion case and also contain no reference t o the r e l a t i v e v e l o c i t y of the 
incident p a r t i c l e and target. The effects of including the v e l o c i t y factors 
can be seen i n the matrix elements of (8.26). When the velocity i s large 
the exp(+ivz) factors produce rapid o s c i l l a t i o n s i n the integrands giving 
cancellation that reduces the size of the various couplings. This effe c t 
has:.been explored q u a n t i t a t i v e l y by McDowell and Coleman (1970), they con-
sider a two state approximation i . t . r e t a i n i n g only the ground state of the 
target and of the rearranged atom, and evaluate the charge transfer ampli-
tudes i n the high v e l o c i t y l i m i t f o r the process 
P + H(ls) -> H(ls) + P 
The work was furt h e r s i m p l i f i e d by assuming a weak perturbation approximat-
ion. I n the case where the v e l o c i t y factors were included the charge trans-
f e r p r o b a b i l i t y P^ was found t o be 
P i f ( p ) - e"Pv (8.27) 
whereas i n the case where the ve l o c i t y factors were omitted 
P i f ( P ) * ~ ^ - ^ ~ 2 p (8.28) 
V-x» 
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Equations (8.27) and (8.28) give the following behaviour f o r the t o t a l cross 
sections 
Q d f « v ~ 1 2 (8.29) 
and « V 2 (8.30) 
The high v e l o c i t y behaviours of these charge transfer cross sections are 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t . Comparison wi t h experiment, i n the energy range 
up to 250 KeV shows that (8.29) i s close t o the experimental behaviour but 
that (8.30) i s i n error, Witthower et a l . (1966). 
Calculations of d i r e c t and charge transfer e x c i t a t i o n cross sections 
f o r proton hydrogen c o l l i s i o n s using the two centre expansion (8.25) have 
been carried out by Wilets and Gallaher (1Q66). They retained try* I s , 2s, 
2pQ and 2p+^ states of both target and rearranged atom. The results obtain-
ed are shown to be i n error, p a r t i c u l a r l y at low energies, by Cheshire et 
a l . (1970) who repeated the calculation. A comparison of d i r e c t e x c i t a t i o n 
cross sections calculated using a two centre expansion wi t h those calculated 
using a single centred expansion, Plannery (1969) shows the important effe c t 
the rearrangement channels have on direc t e x c i t a t i o n cross sections. The 
results of our own four state single centre calculations and the results of 
the two centre calculations of Cheshire are shown i n table (3) . The two 
sets of results are i n reasonable agreement f o r energies above 100 KEV, 
showing that the effects of charge exchange on di r e c t e x c i t a t i o n can only 
be neglected above t h i s energy. 
ENERGY Is -• 2s I s - 2p 
(KEV) a b a b 
10 3.58(-l) 1.15(-D 2.96(- l) 1.78C-1) 
15 5 .98(-l) 1 .5K-D 5.9K-D 1.28(-1) 
20 6.59(-D 1.2K-1) 8.36C-1) | 2.04C-1) 
25 6.39(-D 1.27(-D 1.01 3.86(-l) 
30 5 .89(-l) 1.40(-1) 1.11 5-32(-l) 
HO 4.84(-l) 1.79C-D 1.22 7.76(- l) 
60 3.28(-l) 1.95(-D 1.22 9.32(-l) 
100 1.85(-D 1.5H-D 1.04 9.68(- l) 
300 1.89C-2) 4.83(-l) 5.53C-D 5.6K-1) 
Table 3. Excitation cross sections i n units of (7ra o 2) 
(a) Single centred 4-state expansion. 
(b) Wilets and Gal'aaer f.1966) corrected by 
Cheshire et a l . (1970). 
I n t h e i r o r i g i n a l calculations Wilets and Gallaher (1966) attenpted to 
check the convergence of the eight state calculation by comparing a few 
results with those obtained using a sixteen state calculation. I n t h i s 
calculation a l l states up to the 3 p + 1 l e v e l were retained f o r both centres. 
This difference between the two calculations i s small. This i s interpreted 
as evidence that the convergence of the i n i t i a l comparison i s slow and that 
the continuum states must also be taken i n t o account. This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y 
evident i f we require that the united atom l i m i t , corresponding t o R = 0 
and r = r, , i s w e l l represented by the approximate wavefunction. I n the ~a ~D 
work of Wilets and Gallaher (1966) the ground state wavefunctions of the He+ 
atom were expanded i n a complete set of hydrogen wavefunctions. The over-
lap p r o b a b i l i t y with the ground state was found to be 0.70, and w i t h a l l the 
bound states O.76. This leaves 0.24 f o r the continuum states, and indicates 
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the r e l a t i v e importance of including the effects of continuum states i n an 
eigenfunction expansion. 
In an attempt t o represent the continuum states Gallaher and Wilets 
(1967) expanded the t o t a l wavefunction i n a Sturmian basis set. Further 
work, Gallaher arid Wilets (1968) showed that t h i s basis also had poor con-
vergence properties. Cheshire et a l . (1970) attenpt t o account f o r the 
effects of the continuum states by considering a pseudo state expansion. 
The I s , 2s and 2p hydrogenic states were retained exactly and pseudo s n , 
s 2 i states were also added. The pseudo states were chosen so that the He+ 
I s , 2s and 2p states were w e l l represented by the approximate wavefunctions. 
I n fact the overlap p r o b a b i l i t i e s of the approximate wavefunction w i t h the 
He^  states were 0.997, 0.996 and O.966 respectively. 
A comparision of the above calculations with available experimental 
data f o r both d i r e c t and charge exchange e x c i t a t i o n cross sections shows the 
pseudo state method of Cheshire et a l . t o have the closest agreement. 
However t h i s agreement i s not conclusive since there i s s t i l l discrepancies 
between experiment and theory. As yet no work has been reported that i n -
vestigates the convergence of the pseudo state method. 
The implications of the above i s clear. I n order t o calculate s a t i s -
factory d i r e c t e x c i t a t i o n cross sections i t i s necessary t o allow f o r the 
charge exchange process and i n the case of eigenfunction expansions to allow 
f o r the effects of the omitted continuum states. At best the inclusion of 
the continuum states of the target should i m p l i c i t l y allow f o r the charge 
exchange process. 
9. The Eikonal Approximation and Glauber Theory 
Direct e x c i t a t i o n c o l l i s i o n can be treated approximately by assuming 
a semi-classical formulation of the operator equation (2 .6) . This i s the 
Eikonal approximation, Byron (1971) has shown how t h i s can lead t o a semi-
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classical close coupling approximation, equivalent to an impact parameter 
treatment yet comparable the close coupling approximation of Burke et a l . 
(1963). I f a complete set of target eigenstates i s included i n the close 
coupling approximation the expression obtained f o r the scattering ampli-
tudes i s i d e n t i c a l t o that derived by Franco (1966) i n the the Glauber 
approximation. The significance of t h i s work i s that the Glauber approxi-
mation can then be placed i n context with the work of previous sections. 
The conditions f o r the v a l i d i t y of the Glauber approximation are 
K. a » 1 
1 o 
and E i » v (9.1) 
a AE/v. « 1 (9.2) 
0 1 
where AE i s a t y p i c a l energy difference between eigenstates of the target. 
The conditions expressed i n equation (9.1) are those usually demanded by the 
Eikonal approximation and that of equation (9-2) i s required t o derive the 
usual form of the Glauber scattering amplitudes from the semi-classical close 
coupling approximation. I n p a r t i c u l a r a Q » 1 implies that the incident 
p a r t i c l e wavelength i s much smaller than the t y p i c a l p o t e n t i a l width a Q, a Q 
i s the f i r s t Bohr radius and i s equal t o one i n atomic u n i t s , and E » v 
implies that the incident p a r t i c l e energy i s much greater than an average 
i n t e r a c t i o n p o t e n t i a l . Under these conditions scattering w i l l be mainly i n 
the forward d i r e c t i o n and the momentum transfer correspondingly small when 
compared with the incident p a r t i c l e momentum. These conditions are w e l l 
s a t i s f i e d f o r proton impact of energy where 1 KEV. For electron impact the 
conditions are at best only marginally s a t i s f i e d . The v a l i d i t y of the 
eikonal approximation f o r electron scattering i s examined h e u r i s t i c a l l y 
l a t e r . 
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The t o t a l wavefunction f o r the c o l l i s i o n s a t i s f i e s the i n t e g r a l 
equation 
i K. .R 
ii) (R3.r) = e ~ 1 ~ A ( r ) + / 6 (R,r,R'r 1) V(R',r r) i> (R',r') dR» dr* 
(9.3) 
where 
- i K.(R'-R) 
G n +(R r,R'r') = - T ^ T Z * *(r») <j> ( r ) / dK 6 ~ ~ 
" ( 2 7 r ) m m ~ 111 ~ " [ > ( E -e )+ K . 2 - I ? + i e n 
n m l -> 
= X <|>m*(r') 4, m(r) g n(R R',m) (9.4) 
m 
and 
- i K.(R'-R) 
g f R R*,m) = - J ^ - / dK e (9.5) 
n m i -' 
u i s the reduced mass f o r the c o l l i s i o n . The exact wavefunction may be 
expanded as 
i> (R,r) = E F (R) (J) ( r ) (9-6) r n ~ ~ nm ~ Ym ~ w y m 
and using equation (9-3) we have 
i K. .R 
~ i ~ F (R) = e 
" ™ r i m 
m' 
(9-7) 
6 + E / K (R R',m) V . (R') F ,(R') dR" nm ~ nm , ^ ~ ~ * mm1 ~ nm1 ~ 
where V (R) = / <j> * ( r ) V(R }r) <j> ( r ) dr nm ~ Y n ~ Tm ~ ~ 
Following Glauber (1959) we can w r i t e 
i K. .R 
F (R) = e ~ 1 ~ x (R) (9-8) nm ~ Anm -
thus from equation (9-7) we have 
(9-9) 
then 
- i K.(R'-R) 
g ( R R',m) = j f ^ y r / dK e ( 9.10) 
making the change of variable K = K^  + n , r ) i s the momentum transfer and i s 
such th a t n « undei' the conditions of (9.1) thus 
K2 « K.2 + 2n.K. 
1 ~ ~ i 
and 
- i K.(R'-R) 
g (R R» ,ra) ~ - - T ^ y r / dK e ~ ~ ~ (9.11) 
( 2 U ) ^ L ^ n , K . - i £ J 
The i n t e g r a l of (9.11) may be calculated by the method of appendix I to give 
0 . i Q (z-z')/2K. - i K..(R'-R) 
g n(R R«,m) = - | p 6 2(b-b') e(z-z') e 1 e ~ x ~ " 
i 
(9-12) 
where b i s a vector i n the X-Y plane perpendicular to the Z d i r e c t i o n . 
Equation (9»9) now becomes 
- q ^ f z - z ' ) 
X (R) = 6 - E fZ e ™ V , ( X 5 Y , Z ' ) Y . ( X ^ ^ 1 ) dZ' Anm ~ mn K. , -°° mm' 5 * Atiim' 3 J 1 m' 
(9-13) 
where q = Q /2K. Tim Tim 1 -1 a z 
I f X n m ( K ) i s w r i t t e n as e a m n ^ then e ( 3 u a t i ° n (9-13) reduces t o 





If* we i d e n t i f y z with v t where v i s the incident p a r t i c l e v e l o c i t y and t i s 
time, then equation (9-15) reduces to equation (8.11) which was 'derived' 
d i r e c t l y i n the impact parameter approximation. 
The scattering amplitude from equation (1.25) i s 
T i f = ^ f ! v l * i + > 
i K .R 
where = e ~ ~ ^(T) 
i K.,R - i a z 
and (R,r) = e ~ 1 ~ E e ™ a (R) <j> ( r ) l ~'~ rim ~ m ~ m 
thus 
i(K.-K ).R - i a z 
T._ = / e ~ 1 ~* ~ E e ™ V , (R) a (R) dR (9.16) i f n'm ~ ran ~ ~ m 
This expression f o r the scattering amplitude can be considerably s i m p l i f i e d 
by making kinematic approximations 
i(K.-K„).R - i q , z - i q ,z 
T. _ = / e - 1 - A ~ e ^ n E e m V , (R) a (R) dR (9-17) i f n'm nm ~ ~ m 
but ? i ' R + < W Z = ( K i % n ' ) z 
K.2 K/ 
conservation of energy gives -^p + e n = 2\T + e n ' ^ u s 
K f = K . ( l + V , / 2 K i ) ^ 
~ K. - q , l Mn'n 
K.' 
l 
then K..R + a ,z = K.',R 
-1 ~ Till' ~1 ~ 
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where * i s a vector i n the z di r e c t i o n with magnitude K thus 
i(K.'-K ).R i q , z 
T i f = / e - 1 ~ f ~ I e n m V n, n(R) a ^ R ) dR (9.18) 
since K^ ' ~ K^,, then f o r small scattering angles 
(K.'-Kf).R ~ (Ki'-KfJ-b 
i(K.'-K ).b m i a z 
and T i f = / e "z I e ^ m V , (b,z) ot n m(b,z) dz db 
m 
using equation (9-1*0 we have 
i K. i(K.'-K ).b 
T i f = IT f e ^ " Dw<5'-> ~ 6nm'3 d5 (9.19) 
The t o t a l cross section f o r the n n' t r a n s i t i o n i s then 
ann' = t* t:f l T i f l 2 
and using equation (9.19) t h i s becomes 
K. 
0 1=1^ /'let ,(b,«) - 5 , 1 2 db (9-20) nn' K f 1 nn ! ~ n n M 
The v a l i d i t y of the approximation made f o r electron scattering has been 
examined by Byron (1971). The derivation of the scatt e r i n g amplitude (9-19) 
involved two d i s t i n c t stages of approximation; f i r s t l y the eikonal approxi-
mation of equation (9-11) and secondly the kinematic approximation of equat-
ion (9.19). I f equation (9*15) i s solved i n the f i r s t Born approximation 
and the eikonal-Born amplitude calculated, using equation (9-19)j and com-
pared with the exact f i r s t Born approximation then the difference between 
the two results i s due to the kinematic approximation only. Calculations 
show that the kinematic approximation can have effects o f up to 20% on the 
t o t a l cross section r e s u l t s . I n order t o te s t the eikonal approximation 
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alone i t i s essential t o use the scattering amplitudes given d i r e c t l y by 
equation (9-16). Byron solved equations (9-15) by re t a i n i n g only the I s , 
2s, 2pQ and 2p+^ states i n the summation and produced t r a n s i t i o n amplitudes 
that were d i r e c t l y comparable to the results of the close coupling approxi-
mation of Burke et a l . (1963). The results show agreement t o w i t h i n about 
10$.Burke et a l . (1963) allow f o r electron exchange but at the energy con-
sidered, 5^.4 eV, t h i s i s assumed t o be neg l i g i b l e . Since equations (9-15) 
and (9.19) are precisely those that appear i n the impact parameter.approxi-
mation i t would appear that one can expect t o obtain q u a l i t a t i v e results 
only from an impact parameter treatment of electron c o l l i s i o n s with hydrogen. 
However jouch results could w e l l be an improvement over other approximations. 
The f a m i l i a r Glauber approximation as u t i l i s e d by Tai et a l . (1970) f o r 
electron hydrogen scattering and by Franco and Thomas (1971) f o r proton 
hydrogen scattering i s obtained by including a complete set of states i n the 
solution of equation (9-15)• 
Assuming that the important values of z i n equation (9-15) are of order 
a_ then q^z i s small since then o 
q z ~ a AE/ •« 1 Mmn o v^ 
1 c i z 
hence e " 1 
thus equation (9-15) becomes 
a (R) = - ^  Z V , (b,z) a ,(b,z) (9-21) 
n m ' K m m ' N ' ' nm' x 3 ' 3z nm. K. ,  „* nm1 1 m1 
using closure equation (9-21) may be solved exactly 
a (R) = / dr <f> * ( r ) <f> ( r ) exp nm J «, m \. n J 1 - |^ fla V(b,z',r) dz'^j (9-22) 
5'la. 
and the scattering amplitude becomes 
K. i ( K . - K j . b 
T i f = 1 I T / e " • n ' ^ *n (r ) L e X P r ^ /"- ^- '^ '^ d z ' 
db dr (9-23) 
This expression f o r the scattering amplitudes has two undesirable features. 
Franco (1968) shows that i n the case of e l a s t i c scattering the t r a n s i t i o n 
amplitude T (q), where q i s the momentum transfer, contains a logarithmic 
s i n g u l a r i t y . Tai et a l . (1970) show from t h e i r e x p l i c i t calculations f o r 
electron c o l l i s i o n s that the t r a n s i t i o n from an s state t o a p state i s 
1 o 
s t r i c t l y forbidden. Both of these features r e s u l t from the kinematic 
approximations made t o the momentum transfer factor. Trie effects of these 
on the t o t a l cross sections f o r excitation are small. Byron (1971) has 
evaluated an expression f o r the scattering amplitudes that does not include 
the kinematic approximation. 
Again assuming « 1 equation (9.16) becomes 
i(K.-K ).R 
T i f = / e ~ 3-~ f - 2 V n, m(R) a m ( R ) dR (9.2*0 
m 
using the Glauber expression f o r a and also closure we obtain 
i(K.-K ).R 
T.f = / e 1 1 - / *J,(r) <i>n(r) V(R,r) 
x exp|~- I z _ m V(b,z',r) dz'^j dr dR (9-25) 
A comparison of the results f o r exc i t a t i o n cross sections to the 2s and 2p 
states f o r electron hydrogen c o l l i s i o n s evaluated using equation (9.25) w i t h 
the Glauber approximation results of Tai et a l . (1970) shows the two sets 
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of cross sections t o be i n good agreement. The two methods diverge however 
on the question of polarization of reemitted radiation and exci t a t i o n t o the 
2p state, the more exact treatment of Byron being closer to the experimental 
r e s u l t s . Thus under the Glauber approximation the approximation of the 
momentum transfer i s acceptable i f cross sections only are required. Since 
the eikonal approximation gave quite good results f o r electron c o l l i s i o n s 
i n the close coupling approximation i t appears satisfactory t o evaluate 
t r a n s i t i o n cross sections f o r electron c o l l i s i o n s using the Glauber approxi-
mation. Proton c o l l i s i o n should of course also be w e l l described by the 
Glauber approximation. 
The 2s and 2p e x c i t a t i o n crass sections calculated i n the Glauber 
approximation, Tai et a l . (1970), f o r electron hydrogen c o l l i s i o n s are i n 
good accord with experiment f o r energies greater than 30 eV. I t i s thought 
that one discrepancy below 30 eV may be due t o the neglect of electron ex-
change and also t o the f a i l u r e of the eikonal approximation. No such d i r e c t 
comparison with experiment can be made f o r proton hydrogen c o l l i s i o n s since 
very l i t t l e experimental data i s available. However where data are a v a i l -
able the calculations of Franco and Thomas (1971) agree quite w e l l . Perhaps 
of more significance though i s the comparison of the Glauber results w i t h 
the pseudo state r e s u l t s of Cheshire et a l . (1970). The t o t a l cross sections 
f o r 2s and 2p t r a n s i t i o n s as functions of the incident proton energy are 
very much a l i k e above 10 KEV, i n both shape and magnitude. This i s not 
surprising since the Glauber approximation i m p l i c i t l y includes the contin-
uum states of the target so that the rearrangement channels, shown to have 
important effects on the d i r e c t e x c i t a t i o n processes, are represented. 
The f a i l u r e of the Glauber approximation below 10 KEV can be a t t r i b u t e d t o 
the fact that the target electron velocity i s very s i m i l a r t o the incident 
proton velocity contrary t o the condition of equation (9 .2) . The success 
of Glauber theory i n describing electron and proton c o l l i s i o n s shows that 
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i t i s unnecessary to include strongly coupled states exactly provided that 
t r a n s i t i o n s between such states are i m p l i c i t l y allowed. I t i s however, 
d i f f i c u l t t o see a way of systematically improving the Glauber approximation. 
!?' /-
P A R T I I I 
10.1 Present Work 
The previous sections have shown how the close coupling approximation 
can be applied to atomic c o l l i s i o n processes, both i n the wave fo?/mulation 
and i n the impact parameter approximation. I n general the description 
afforded by the close coupling approximation i n the intermediate energy 
range has not been good. This i s due to the neglect of a l l but the f i r s t 
few states i n the eigenfunction expansion. Where attempts have been made 
to represent the neglected states considerable improvement of the results 
has been seen. I n t h i s work an alternative method i s presented t o include 
the effects of a l l states not e x p l i c i t l y included i n a close coupling 
approximation. The method i s due t o Bransden and Coleman (1972). The i n -
clusion of the neglected states i s done by means of a closure approximation 
This leaves a free parameter that i s chosen so that the correct p o l a r i z a t -
ion p o t e n t i a l i s obtained i n the ground state channel.^ The method i s 
applied t o d i r e c t c o l l i s i o n s of electrons and protons with a hydrogen atom. 
The SchrBdinger equation, from equation (2.4), i s 
where K Q i s the target Hamiltonian. Expanding the exact wavefunction i n t o 
a complete set of target states gives 
[ ] V D Z + H + V(R,r) - E \ \b (R,r) = 0 2u R o n (10.1) 
* (R,r) = E F (R) <j> ( r ) r n ~'~ ran ~ Ym ~ (10.2) 
combining t h i s with the Schrb'dinger equation (10.1) we get 
[~v 2 + K H P (R) = 2 E V , (R) P ,(R) R m -1 nm ~ , mm' ~ ran-
m 1 
00.3) 
where V (R) has been defined previously and 
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K 2 = 2y(E-e ) m K m 
The t o t a l wavefunction s a t i s f i e s the i n t e g r a l equation 
i K. .R 
*_(R,r) = e ~ x ~ <j> ( r ) + / G (R,r;R\r') VCR',!"1) (R' sr') dR' dr' 
(10.4) 
where 
- i K.(R'-R) 
G +(R,r;R',r') = j f ^ r r E A *(r») 4 ( r ) / dK e ~ " \ n ~ (2TT) m m ~ m - ~ ry 2 . K 2 _ i e - i 
defining the function g^ as 
- i K.(R'-R) 
e (R,R* ,m) = -rf^yr f dK e " ~ ~ (10.5) *n ~ ~ (2-,r) ~ p K 2 _ K 2 _ i e - j 
and sub s t i t u t i n g the expansion (10.2) i n (10.4) we obtain 
6 + E / g. (R,R',m) V .(R 1) F ,(R'> cffi' nm , T I ~ ~ mm' ~ nm' ~ 
i K. .R 
F (R) = e - 1 ~ nm ~ 
m' (10.6) 
I f i n expansion (10.2) only the f i r s t N states are retained then f o r n > N 
N 
F (R) = E /e(R,R f,m)V , (R !) F , (R') dR' (10.7) nm , „ ~ ~ ' mm' ~ nm' ~ ~ m' =0 
Then i n equation (10.3) the f i r s t N states are treated exactly and the 
others approximated using (10.7) we obtain 
N 
L- R m —1 nm ~ , ~ mm' ~ nm ~ 
nr =0 
N 
+ 2 E / dR* K ,(R,R') F , (R*) (10.8) , ~ ~ mm' ~ ~ nm' ~ 




the summation i n t h i s l a t t e r expression includes the continuum states also. 
The summation i s now removed by closure. For n > N the eigenenergies are 
replaced by an average energy e which corresponds t o Kz where 
K2 = 2y(E-e) 
then 
K .(^R*) = g(R,R') J V .(R) V. t(R') (10.10) ™" ~ ~ ~ - j=N+l J m ~ 
where 
- i K.(R'-R) 
The closure r e l a t i o n i s 
E <fr.(r) 4».*(r') = fi(r-r') 
using t h i s i n equation (10.10) K , becomes 
"wW* = S<W> [ > W " J 0 V?> V ( ? T ) ] ( 1 °- n ) 
where 
y (R,R') = / 4 * ( r ) V(R,r) V(R»,r) <b(r) dr (10.12) 
fJJIl ~ ^ XI *v ~ ~ ~ • - ~ III ~ 
The equations (10.8) can then be reduced t o a form suitable f o r numerical 
solution by expanding the coefficients F ^ i n t o p a r t i a l waves. 
Alter n a t i v e l y we can apply the same approximate procedures d i r e c t l y t o 
the impact parameter approximation previously derived i n section (8) and 
also i n section (9). Considering tra n s i t i o n s from the incident channel 
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ground state only, we have 
i i L a n ( t ) = ? a m ( t ) V ^ t ) e x p C K ^ - e j O (10.13) 
m=0 
Again only re t a i n i n g the f i r s t N states we have for n > N 
1 * n ( f c ) = \ am ( t ) Vnm ( t ) ^ C ^ V ^ ( 1 0 ' l l , ) m=0 
then i f the f i r s t N states of equation (10.13) sre included e x p l i c i t l y and 
the states f o r n > N are included using equation (10.14) we get 
N 
i a ( t ) = s a ( t ) V ( t ) . e x p C i(e -e ) l f ] n n m nm n m —1 m=0 
N . 
_ i E ' - ^ m ^ ? \ i ( t ) ^ i m ( t , ) e x p Q K e - e . ) t m=0 m j=N+l r g J m n J 
+ i ( e . - e ) t ' 1 
n = 0,N (10.15) 
where 
V . ( t ) = / dr (f> * ( r ) -r==U- <J).(r) nj ~ T n ~ | R—r* J j ~ 
The 'intemuclear' potential term has been omitted from the d e f i n i t i o n of 
V . since V . only occurs when n i j . The i n f i n i t e summation of (10.15) i s 
removed by closure; E . i s replaced by e for a l l j > N. This gives 
1N r— 
i a ( t ) = l a ( t ) V ( t ) e x p r i ( e -e ) t ~ ] n n I m nm K L - n m —1 m=0 
- i exp[~i(e - e ) t ~ ] 1° a ( t ' ) K ( t , t ! ) dt» | (10.16) H L - n —1 -°° m nm _J 
n = 0,N 
where 




= 1 W I R ^ T F ^ T **V 
with 
R = p + vt and R' = p + v t ' 
Some of the energies e. within the stun of equation (10.15) could be included 
J 
exactly. Then e. i s replaced by e 1 for j > M > N+l and the exact energies 
J 
used for values of j between M and N. The kernal of equation (10.16) i s 
then replaced by 
M - - r -(t,t,) + j ^ i V t } V t ? ) L e x p ^ i ( i , - e j ) t + i(rEm^ 
- expQte'-E^t'] (10.17b) 
The e f f e c t i v e energies E or e 1 are chosen so that the correct p o l a r i z -
ation potential i s obtained i n the incident channel; where the p o l a r i z a t i o n 
potential i s such that 
i a (t) - a ( t ) 
For the ground state of the hydrogen atom, C a s t i l l e j o et a l . (1960) have 
shown that 
V 1 0* 1 ~ - §ir where a = 2.25 (10.18) 
n 
The N coupled i n t e g r o - d i f f e r e n t i a l equation (10.16) can now be solved with 
the kernal K given either by (10.17a) or by (10.17b). To calculate trans-
i t i o n amplitudes for excitation from the I s state of hydrogen the boundary 
conditions are 
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a (-00) = 6 n on 
The amplitudes for excitation to a state n for n > N can be calculated using 
equation (10.14), or allowing for d i s t o r t i o n i n the f i n a l state from 
1 * n ( t ) = J Q am ( t ) Vhm ( t ) ^ P C ^ V ^ O + a n ( t ) V n n ( t ) ( 1 ° ' 1 9 ) 
The approximation has been applied to both proton and electron 
scattering i n the impact parameter formulation, the I s , the I s and 2s, and 
the I s , 2s and 2p states being retained e x p l i c i t l y . These three forms of 
the approximation are known as the one, two and four channel approximations 
respectively. 
The excitation cross-sections are given by 
Q = 2 /°° p l a ( p ) | 2 dp (na 2 ) (±0.20) on o K , n y | K o 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections can be deduced from the t r a n s i t i o n ampli-
tudes i n the impact parameter approximation using an expression derived by 
McCarrol and S a l i n (1968) 
I o n ( 6 ) = 2v 2 \fQ p J i n(2yvp s i n 8 / 2 ) Q ^ C - ) - 6QnJ dp| 2 
(10.21) 
where m i s the magnetic quantum number of the nth s t a t e . 
The impact parameter formulation i s a good approximation for proton 
scattering above 1 KeV. The range of application to electron s c a t t e r i n g i s 
not so c l e a r , however i t may be adequate above 50 eV. Below 50 eV not only 
i s the impact parameter method suspect but also exchange sca t t e r i n g becomes 
important. Our approximation neglects exchange s c a t t e r i n g so that the com-
parison of our electron scattering r e s u l t s with other work p a r t i c u l a r l y with 
experimental r e s u l t s must be made with caution. 
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10.2 The One Channel Approximation 
I n the one channel approximation equation (10.16) i s solved retaining 
only the I s hydrogen eigenstate. The excitation amplitudes are obtained by 
applying equation (10.19) with N = 0. Equation (10.16) becomes 
i a o ( t ) = a Q ( t ) V o Q ( t ) - i exp [ I i ( e O-E ) t 3 a Q ( t ' ) y t . t " ) d f 
(10.22) 
where i n the f i r s t instance 
K ( t , f ) = expHUe-e )t'"1 (y ( t . t ' ) - V ( t ) V ( t ' ) ) oo o —' oo oo oo 
In order to choose e to give the correct p o l a r i z a t i o n potential consider 
equation (10.22) i n the l i m i t t -*• Since V ( t ) decreases exponentially 
we have 
i a ( t ) ~ - i expHUe -e ) tQ / L a At') K (t,t») dt' (10.23) 
K In general a ( t ) -> 6 + c/R for K > 0 and c i s a constant. So that to n , ^ _ on 
f i r s t order 
i a ( t ) . - i e x p Q ( e -l)tj a ( t ) I°_ K (t,t») dt' (10.24) 
o o o oo 
but 
K o o ( t , t ' ) = e x p C i ( i - e o ) t G ? V Q j ( t ) V j o < t ' ) 
J — i 
-K 
C a s t i l l e j o et a l . (1960) have shown that V (R) R where n ^ m and K >. 2. 
n m R*« 
So that integration by parts i n equation (10.24) y i e l d s an asymptotic s e r i e s 
i n inverse powers of R the leading term being 
V . ( t ) V. ( t ) 
- a ( t ) ? ^ — 
° j = l Ce-eQ) 
thus 
i a Q ( t ) - - C y o o ( t 5 t ) - |v (t)\*J (10.25) 
ie-eo) 
The two centred matrix elements u ( t , f ) may be expanded to y i e l d an 
asymptotic s e r i e s , i n the case t = t ' , as t -*• ±°° by the method shown i n 
Appendix I I . Combining the two asymptotic forms of \ X Q Q and |V Q O| 2 then 
a ( t ) 
i a ( t ) 2 (10.26) 
0 (e-e 0 ) R1* 
Comparing t h i s with equation (10.18) then 
1 - 1 a = and e = - / l 8 a.u. 
< « „ ) 
With t h i s choice of ef f e c t i v e energy equation (10.22) was solved numerically 
for both electron and proton impact. The t r a n s i t i o n amplitude for 2s, 2p Q 
and 2p +^ excitation were evaluated using (10.19). The azimuthal depend-
ence of the 2p + ^ states i s removed by making the transformation 
- i m <|> 
a ( t ) = c ( t ) e n n n 
where m^  i s the magnetic quantum number of the nth st a t e . 
Then from the e x p l i c i t forms of the single matrix elements V ( t ) , evaluated 
i n Appendix IV, i t can be seen that the product 
-i(m -m )cf> 
e s n V ( t ) ns 
i s independent of <f>. Thus the <j> dependence of V ( t ) may be omitted, then 
ns 
V ( t ) = V ( t ) . 
ns sn 
Using the notation that I s -> 1 , 2s 2, 2p Q •> 3, 2 p + 1 -> L\ and 2p_ 1 5 
then 
v M = -v 1 5 and V 5 5 
then 
i ( c 4 ( t ) + c 5 ( t ) ) = V I l l t(t) ( c . ( ( t ) + c 5 ( t ) ) 
since 
c.t(-«>) + c5(-°°) = 0 then ci,(t) + c 5 ( t ) = 0 
and 
Ci,(t) = - c 5 ( t ) 
Thus the equations for Ci, and c 5 may be replaced by a single equation for 
— (ci»(t)-cs(t)). The one channel case then reduces to the solution of the 
i a 2 ( t ) = a i ( t ) V 2 1 ( t ) e x p C i ( e 2 - e 1 ) t ^ + a 2 ( t ) V 2 2 ( t ) 
i a 3 ( t ) = a i ( t ) V 3 1 ( t ) e x p Q i ( e 3 - e i ) 0 + a 3 ( t ) V 3 3 ( t ) 
i sm(t) = /2 a i ( t ) V u ( t ) exp[j.(e„-ei )tj + a 4 ( t ) V ^ ( t ) (10.27) 
with e = - ^ / l 8 a.u. The probability of a t r a n s i t i o n to the 2p state i s then 
given by 
The single channel case was also solved using the modified kernel given i n 
equation (10.17b). Using the same procedure as above the e f f e c t i v e energy 
/2 
following set of p a r t i a l l y coupled equations 
i a.i(t) a i ( t ) V M ( t ) - i e x p Q ( e 1 - e ) t 2 S° a ^ f ) K n O ^ t ' ) dt 
| a 3 ( ~ ) | 2 + |a„(-)| 2 
i s found to be e' = 0.078 a.u.. 
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10. "3 The Two Channel Approximation 
Retaining the i s and 2s target states e x p l i c i t l y we solved the two 
coupled equations 
i a i ( t ) = a i ( t ) V n ( t ) + a 2 ( t ) V 1 2 ( t ) e x p d i ( e i - e 2 ) t ] 
- i exp£i(ci -e)tf] ( a i ( t ' ) Kj i ( t , t ' )+a 2 ( t ' ) K i 2 ( t , t ' ) ) d f 
i a 2 ( t ) = a i ( t ) V 2 1 ( t ) e x p Q ( e 2 - e i ) l f ] + a 2 ( t ) V 2 2 ( t ) 
- i exp|~i(e 2-E ) t 3 ( a i ( t ' ) K 2 1 ( t , t ' ) + a 2 ( t ' ) K 2 2 ( t , t ' ) ) dt' 
(10.28) 
where K i s defined by (10.17a). nm 
Since i t i s u n r e a l i s t i c to include the 2s state but not the 2p states 
e x p l i c i t l y , v/e did not evaluate the excitation amplitudes to the 2p s t a t e s . 
Such a procedure would have omitted the important long range 2s-2p coupling 
from the i n i t i a l c a l culation of the 2s amplitude. The e f f e c t i v e energy e 
i s unaltered from the one channel approximation since the ls - 2 s coupling i s 
of short range only. The two channel approximation was also evaluated, at 
a few selected energies, with the e f f e c t i v e energy alt e r e d to e = 0. This 
was done to check the s e n s i t i v i t y of the approximation to the choice of the 
e f f e c t i v e energy. 
10.H The Four Channel Approximation 
When the I s j 2s, 2p Q and 2 p + 1 states are retained we obtain f i v e 
coupled equations. Again from the e x p l i c i t forms of both the V and y ^ 
matrix elements i t i s c l e a r that the products 
i(m ~m )<{> i(m -m )cf> 
e n s V ( t ) and e n s y ( t , f ) nm rim ' 
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are independent of c|> the orientation of the scattering plane (p,v). Hence 
using the transformation 
i m $ 
c n ( t ) = e n a n ( t ) 
the <|> dependence of the sca t t e r i n g amplitudes i s removed. Noting that 
VH = -V ] 5, V 2u = -V 2 5, V 3 4 = -V 3 5, Vin, = V S 5 and V45 = V51, 
and s i m i l a r l y for the corresponding u matrix elements the equation for the 
2p+-^ amplitudes may be combined. Summing the equations for Ci,(t) and C s ( t ) 
we get 
i d(t) = ( V l 4 , ( t ) + V 4 5 ( t ) ) d ( t ) 
- i exp£i(ei,-e)t]] d't') exp[j.(e-ei,)t'2] 
x Q i ^ ^ t ' ) + m, 5(t,t') - (V l t,(t)+V 1, s(t))(V I ( 1 }(t ,)+V l t5(t ,))I] dt' 
where d ( t ) = Ci,(t) + c 5 ( t ) 
but d(-°°) = 0, then d ( t ) = 0 
hence c 4 ( t ) = - c 5 ( t ) and. the two equations for C4 and c 5 can now be replaced 
by one i . e . ci, •*• — (C4-C5). The d i f f e r e n t i a l equations for the I s , 2s and 
2p Q amplitudes are s i m i l a r , the equation for the I s amplitude has the form 
i M t ) = a i V u + a 2 V 1 2 e1 ttl 2 fc + a 3 Vj 3 e 1 0 1 1 3 t + /2 a, V u e1 ax* t 
V13V31 - 2 V 1 4 V i ! 0 d t ' 
V i 3 V 3 2 - 2 V , , ^ ] dt' 
V i 3 V 3 3 - 2 V^vIQ dt' 
- 1/2 e" - a„ e- — " LV11 ~ VuVm - V 1 2 V 2 „ - V ] 3V 3 l t - V x „ (V^-V,', 5 )~"j dt 
(10.29a) 
. - i CXi t rt i Oil t ' r Tr' TT 
~ 1 e a x e L _ y M - V n V i i - V 1 2V 2 1 -
. - i Oi t , t „ i Ct2 t ' r— ,-r r f ' r, " 1 e f-c, a z e L-U12 " V M V 1 2 - V 1 2 V 2 2 -
. - i ai t r t „ i a j t ' r r 7 r r r r' _ 1 e /_„ a3 e [_y 1 3 - V n V n - V 1 2 V 2 3 -
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where a = e - e , a = e - e 
run n i n 5 n n 
and V = V ( t ) . V = V ( t 1 ) 
nm nm ' nm nm 
The equation for the 2 p + 1 amplitude has the form 
i a , ( t ) = /2 ai e i a k l t + /2 a 2 V„ 2 e i c t l , 2 t + /2 a 3 V„ 3 e i o U t 3 t + a-O^-V-s) 
- i e 1 0 l l , t £/2 ai e l a i t ' C y«-V^ 1V^-^ 2vI 1-Vu 3vi 1-(V^-V k 5)vJ 1 3 d f 
+ /2 a 3 e X U 3 U Cv"*3-VmV13-y(f2Va3-VIt3V33-(Vltlt-Vll5)V,l3[] d f 
+ a 4 exaitV Quu-y.5-2 V„jV 1 I t-2 V„2V2.,-2 V ^ V ^ 
- ( V m - V ^ 5 ) ( V ^ - v i 5 G dt ' ^ j (10.29b) 
and the 2p t r a n s i t i o n probability i s given by 
| a 3 ( + ~ ) | 2 + M + < » ) | 2 
In the four channel ease the choice of e f f e c t i v e energy i s complicated 
by contributions from both the strongly coupled states and the non-local 
i n t e g r a l terms. The behaviour of 
. i ( e - e ) t ' n 
f a ( f ) e m fti. ( t , f ) - S V . . ( t ) V . ( t ' ) l -°° m «—Klm 5 . = 1 l j jm —1 
i n the l i m i t of t + -» may be seen from the single channel case, to f i r s t 
order to be 
a ( t ) h 




u ( t , t ) - L V . ( t ) V. ( t ) 0 
™ j = i "J J r n t — 
the asymptotic form of the equation for the e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g amplitude i s 
i a i ( t ) + a 3 ( t ) V 1 3 ( t ) e x p f 3 i ( e i - e 3 ) t ] ] ] + /2 a j t ) V u ( t ) e x p Q ( e i - e O t ^ ] 
tr*—00 
- J ¥ 1 L D u i t t . t ) - |V„(t)| 2 - | V 1 3 ( t ) | 2 - 2\Ylu(t)\2J 
( e - e i ) 
(10.30) 
where only terms of order FT1* have been retained. 
To order R~2 the amplitudes a 3 and ai» s a t i s f y the following equations 
for t -> -» 
i a 3 ( t ) ~ a i ( t ) V 3 1 ( t ) e x p Q i ( e 3 - e i )tQ 
and i a j t ) ~ /2 a x ( t ) V M ( t ) e x p Q i ( e 4 - e i ) t ] (10.31) 
Integrating by parts, we have to order R~2 
a 3 ( t ) ~ - a i ( t ) e x p ^ i C e s - e i ) t j 
a„(t) ~ - /2 Y e t-ei) & l ( t ) ^ D ^ ^ i ^ ] (10.32) and 
Substituting the r e s u l t s of (10.32) into (10.30) and using the asymptotic 
forms of the JJ and v matrix elements we get 
. * /, \ a i ( t ) r K 2 j. 1-K2 "] , n n „ v 1 a x ( t ) ~ - -zH- ( c _c \ + — (10.33) L C e 2 e ! ) ( e _ E l ) J 
where K = 8 x 0.093117-
Comparing t h i s r e s u l t with equation (10.18) we obtain 
4 1-K2 
£ = £ l + a - K 2 / ( e 2 - e i ) 
so that e = 0.0778 a.u. 
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The four coupled equations are then solved with t h i s value of e f f e c t i v e 
energy. 
11. Numerical Methods 
The coupled d i f f e r e n t i a l equations were solved using a difference 
scheme due to Hamming (1962). This method has the advantage that the error 
at each step can be estimated so that the step length can be adjusted 
according to some predetermined error bound. The non-local i n t e g r a l s appear-
ing i n the expression for the derivatives were calculated using the Simpson 
quadrature r u l e . Since the amplitudes appearing i n these i n t e g r a l s were 
only known at f i n i t e i n t e r v a l s , the step length of the quadrature r u l e was 
determined by the step length for the solution of the d i f f e r e n t i a l equat-
ions. Because of t h i s i t was found nr.cessary to place an upper l i m i t , h^, 
on the solution step length. The effect of a l t e r i n g the mesh s i z e of the 
integration routine for the non-local terms on the o v e r a l l solution could 
then be determined by successively reducing h^ and comparing the r e s u l t s . 
To reduce the time of execution of the program the bound was set as large 
as possible within the o v e r a l l error constraint, a t y p i c a l value of h*J was 
h^ = 1.0. The single centred potential matrix elements y_ that appear i n the 
kernal are elementary, the expressions used for these elements are shown i n 
Appendix IV. The two centred matrix elements have not so f a r been evaluated 
i n closed form and have to be evaluated numerically. They f a l l into two 
d i s t i n c t c l a s s e s , those that are sp h e r i c a l l y symmetric and those which are 
not. The s p h e r i c a l l y symmetric type are of the form 
where N i s a normalisation factor. This type occur between s-states and can 
be reduced to a form suitable for numerical computation by a method due to 
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Coleman (1970). 
7 |R-r| |R'-r| d r " F 7 o TTT i I77T?I ( 1 1 , 2 ) 
~ ~ ~ (1-2 xy cosG+x'y ) * 
where A(a,f3) = f ( r ) rdr, x = Rj/R 2 and cos9 = Ri-R 2. 
Ri i s the smaller and R 2 the larger of |R| and |R'|. For the second c l a s s 
of matrix elements, notably those containing at l e a s t one p-state wave-
function, the situation i s more complex though.the same f i n a l form of r e s u l t 
as the symmetric case can be obtained. The d e t a i l s of the method applied 
to the ls - 2 p , , , 2s-2p ,,, and 2p , n -2p ... matrix elements, due to o,±l ^o,±l' ^o±l.. *o±l * 
Coleman (1972) are given i n Appendix I I I . The one dimensional i n t e g r a l s i n 
the i n t e r v a l £o,l[] are evaluated i n both cases by Gaussian quadrature. 
A t o t a l of 32 points were required to give the matrix elements to s i x sign-
i f i c a n t figures. The range of integration was divided into four unequal 
parts: Q),0.l], H0-1*0-2!!* C0-2>°-6lL and Cp.6,1.02, since i n 
general the integrands varied more sharply at the lower end of tbe i n t e r v a l . 
The accuracy was detennined by comparing with the r e s u l t s obtained using a 
t o t a l of 64 Gaussian points. 
To calculate t r a n s i t i o n cross sections with an error of l e s s than 2%, 
the absolute error i n the calculated amplitudes must be of order 10"11. The 
solution to the equations i s calculated i n the range t ^ to t f where t ^ i s 
large and negative and t ^ large and po s i t i v e . The smallest values of t ^ and 
t ^ compatible with the o v e r a l l error requirement on the solutions may be 
found by considering the asymptotic forms of the equations and t h e i r 
solutions as t ±°°. As an example we w i l l consider the four channel c a l -
culations only. The methods required for the one and two channel c a l c u l a t -
ions are contained therein. 
—K Assuming that a ( t ) •+ 6, + 0(R 1 ) where K > 0 the four channel ^ n ' I n t->-°° 
equations may be uncoupled i n the l i m i t of t -*- -°° to the order of R_l*. 
Using the asymptotic forms of the matrix elements v and neglecting terms of 
order R ** we have 
i a i ( t ) ~ 0 
i a 2 ( t ) ~ 0 
i a 3 ( t ) - a i ( t ) V s l ( t ) e x p Q ( e 3 - e i ) t ] 
i a 4 ( t ) ~ /2 a i ( t ) V u ( t ) expQKe^-eOt'J (11.3) 
integrating by parts, for t -»• -°° we have to order R""1* 
a i ( t ) ~ 1.0 
a 2 ( t ) ~ 0 
COS0 a 3 ( t ) ~ ± Kx ^ | 
e x p Q i ( e 3 - e i ) t 3 
R ( e 3 - e x ) 
sin8 expQi(Ei.-ei ) t ^ 
where K = 8 x 0.093117, and the precise sign of these asymptotic amplitudes 
w i l l depend on whether electrons or proton s c a t t e r i n g i s being considered. 
I n s t a r t i n g the solution at a value t = f the contribution between the 
l i m i t s [ ^ " j t j l ] t o the non-local i n t e g r a l terms i s neglected. This would 
r e s u l t i n an error of the order R r 2 , where 
R.2 = p 2 + v 2 t . 2 
1 K 1 
However an asymptotic s e r i e s can be found so that t h i s e r r o r may be corrected 
for. Consider 
t . 
/ _ i a ( f ) expCite-e )Vj ? V ( t ) V . ( f ) d f (11.5) 
j=N+l ™ ^ 
where t may have any value i n the i n t e r v a l Q t ^ j t ^ Q • 
Expression (11.5) may be written 
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t . 
? V t } am ( t , ) e x P & ( e - e m ) t ' • V.Jt') dt' (11.6) 
J 
Since V . ( t ) -> R~K, K >. 2, C a s t i l l e j o et a l . (1960), integration by parts 
" J t-*±«> 
gives 
E V . ( t ) 
exp[~i(e-e ) t . ^ ] _ — i 
, m 1 a ( t . ) V. ( t . ) + 0(R7 3) (11.7) 
(E-e ) m 1 J,T! 1 1 J m 
thus the integration over the i n t e r v a l C""cc'jt;jD °? the non-local terms may 
be approximated by 
exp[^i(e-E ) t . ~ j N 
a ( t ) I L _ i _ _ r y ( t , t . ) - E V . ( t ) V . ( t . H (11.8) 
Thus the most r e s t r i c t i v e error i n s t a r t i n g the solution at t = t ^ , a f t e r 
implementing the r e s u l t s (11.4) and (11.8) i s of order R:3. Thus 
R i " v h "" (10+")1/3 a'Ul 
~ - 21.5 a.u. 
t± - - 21.5/V a.u. 
As t -*• +°° the asymptotic forms are more complex, the non-local times con-
trib u t e terms of order R~2 to the derivatives. Consider 
t„ 
I = C a m ( t ' ) e x p [ : i ( e - e m ) t ' 3 ^ V j m<t«) dt« (11.9) 
where t^. i s large and po s i t i v e , thus t ' takes on a wide range of values, at 
worst t ' =0, making I largest. But 
s v„,(tj 
j=N+l 
/" a (t') exp["i(E-c ) t ' I V. ( t 1 ) dt' m jm 
/ ^ a m ( t ' ) e x p Q C ^ t G V . m ( t ' ) dV 
(11.10) 
Prom previous discussion i t i s apparent that 
J VV 'L am ( t , ) e x p C i ( e - e m ) t G V j m<t' ) dt' 
behaves as for large so that 
1 ~ < ! L W C a m ( f ) e x p [ I i ( e- E m)ta V ^ f ) dt' + 0(R"M j=N+l 
" Z V . ( t _ ) K. + 0 ^ ) (11.11) 
where K. i s a constant, independent of t„. Prom the asymptotic behaviour 
J J-
of V . ( t ) , n i j , i t i s c l e a r that 
I - 0(R-2) 
t - H » 
(11.12) 
Since the expression for I appears i n the amplitude derivatives i n the form 
ioct 
of e I , for ct r e a l , then the error r e s u l t i n g i n the amplitudes i n stopping 
the solution at t f i s of order R~2. Now consider the strong coupling terms 
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tr assunri.ng that a ( t ) ~ a (») + c/R , where K > 0 and c i s a constant w.r.t. n . n 
t , the equations of (11.13) may be uncoupled. Neglecting terms of order R"3 
we have 
• " /. \ ~ cose K 9 v l a 2 ( t ) ~ — - z a 3 ( t ) 
• ' n \ ~ cose K ? rt t, s i a 3 ( t ) — — < • a 2 ( t ) (11.14) 
thus 
and 
i a 2(») ~ a3(«.) K 2 ^ dt + i a 2 ( t f ) 
i a2(°°) - a 3 ( t f ) + i a 2 ( t f ) + 0(R" 2) 
i a 3(«) ~ a 2 ( t f ) + i a 3 ( t f ) + 0(R~ 2) (11.15) ' 
where K 2 = ±3.0. Thus provided the asymptotic corrections of equation (11.15) 
are made the error incurred by stopping the solution at t = t ^ i s of order 
RJ,2. Thus t f i s chosen such that 
R~2 - 2 x icr* 
i . e . R f ~ 65 thus t f ~ 65/v 
The v a l i d i t y of the above procedures for approximating the i n f i n i t e 
l i m i t s of the o v e r a l l integration were checked empirically by comparing 
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solutions obtained with v t ^ = -100,-30 and -21; and v t f = 40,65 and 120 a.u. 
In a l l cases the differences obtained were within the t h e o r e t i c a l error 
bounds for these p a r t i c u l a r values. 
A constraint on the solution due to u n i t a r i t y provided a valuable check 
on the numerical procedures. Since. 
z |a n(-~)P = 1 n=0 n 
then u n i t a r i t y i s preserved throughout the solution i f 
5 f t ' a n ( t ) l 2 = ° n=0 8 t ' n 
for our p a r t i c u l a r approximation. Consider 
I t l a n ( t ) l 2 = a n ( t ) a n * ( t ) + a n * ( t ) a n ( t ) 
for n > N a n ( t ) = - i z a ^ t ) V j t ) expZiU^tJ 
Thus (11.16) becomes 
f t = - 1 V * > \ V ( t ) V n ( t ) " ' W ' n ^ 
m=0 
N 
+ i a * ( t ) I a ( t ) V ( t ) exp["i(e -e ) t l n ~ m nm K L n m J m=0 
But 
I a ( t ) V ( t ) exp|~i(e -e ) t ~ ] 
n=N+l n m n m —' 
N 
= i a ( t ) - E a ( t ) V ( t ) e x p Q ( e - e Q ) 0 m s_Q s ms *— m s —1 
thus 
n=N+l d t 
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| a n ( t ) P = - i >: [ i a * ( t ) a m ( t ) - a * ( t ) i a ^ t j V ^ t ) e x p Q C e ^ c ^ O 
n=u ^ s=0 
N r- N _ • 
+ 1 A L 1 a m ( t ) ^ ( t ) - a m ( t ) Z n ^ ^ s ^ ^ V ^ ^ - l m-u s=0 
N 
= - i T a ( t ) a * ( t ) + a ( t ) a * ( t ) J „_ N L- m m m m —1 m=0 
N 3 i _ „_M 2 
= - E I t l a n ( t ) n=0 8 t n 
thus E — | a ( t ) | 2 = 0 and u n i t a r i t y i s preserved i n our approximation. 
n=0 9 t n 
Since i n our calculations we only consider amplitudes up to n = M we expect 
M 
the condition Z |a ( t ) | 2 ^ 1 to hold f o r a l l t . Because for the states 
n=0 n 
M > n > M we also allowed for back coupling the u n i t a r i t y condition becomes 
N 
z |a ( t ) | 2 •< 1 (11.17) 
n=0 n 
The calculated amplitudes obeyed the condition 3 for a l l values of t , to 
within the errors of the amplitudes. 
The t o t a l cross sections were evaluated using equation (10.20). The 
i n f i n i t e l i m i t of the i n t e g r a l was replaced by the value of the impact 
parameter p „ for which p la (p ) l 2 < 10~k. The integration was done 1 Kmax 'max 1 n ^rnax 1 fa 
by Simpsons r u l e . The long range interaction associated with the p-states 
of hydrogen required p to be p .. = 25 a.u. D i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections 
I713X ITlciX 
were evaluated for electron impact only using equation (10.21). Again the 
range of integration was [ j 3 , p ^ ^ ] , the r e s u l t s remaining unaltered, when 
p was extended to greater values, max 
The r e s u l t s of the calculations car r i e d out i n the manner described 
above are given i n Section 12. 
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12.1 E x c i t a t i o n by Proton Impact 
The methods of section 10 have been used to evaluate t o t a l cross 
sections for the ls~ 2 s , and ls-2p t r a n s i t i o n s i n atomic hydrogen i n the 
energy range 15 to 200 KeV. The second order potential terms were con-
structed using the kernel given by equation (10.17a) and the equation 
(10.16) solved i n the one, two and four channel approximations by the 
methods of section 11. The one channel case was also solved using the 
kernel given by equation (10.17b). The r e s u l t s for the 2s t r a n s i t i o n are 
given i n table 4 and are also displayed i n figure ^ where they are compared 
with the r e s u l t s of the Born approximation and the four state approximation. 
The one channel r e s u l t s evaluated using kernel (10.17b), method b, are not 
E(KEV) ONE CHANNEL TWO CHANNEL E FOUR CHANNEL 
15 5-50(-2) 7.12(-2) 
20 7.*JO(-2) 9.00(-2) 
30 9.20(-2) l . O l ( - l ) 25 1.25C-1) 
HO 9-57(-2) l . O l ( - l ) 35 i j . l l ( - l ) 
50 - 9-58(-2) 50 3- i i0(-l) 
70 8.H7(-2) 8.52(-2) 70 2.50(-l) 
100 7-l6(-2) 7.05(-2) 100 1.67(-1) 
200 4.38(-2) U.38(-2) 200 7.'l8(-2) 
Table 'I - ls - 2 s t o t a l cross sections i n units of (tra 2 ) . 
shown since they are almost i d e n t i c a l to the tabulated one channel r e s u l t s 
evaluated using kernal (10.17a), method a. In figure 4 the one, two and 
four channel r e s u l t s show no obvious trend towards convergence, though the 
one and two channel calculations are i n reasonable agreement. The four 
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channel approximation appears to be dominated by the 2s-2p strong coupling 
terms; the second order terms provide l i t t l e correction to the established 
four state c a l c u l a t i o n of Flannery (1969). The two channel r e s u l t s and the 
two state r e s u l t s are re l a t e d i n a s i m i l a r way. The choice of e f f e c t i v e 
energy and i t s effect on the t o t a l cross sections has been investigated by 
calculating one channel r e s u l t s by methods a and b and comparing, and also 
by repeating the two channel calculations with an ef f e c t i v e energy coincid-
ent with the ionization threshold i . e . e = 0 (a.u.). The r e s u l t s of t h i s 
calculation we also shown i n figure 4, and i t can be seen that the new 
choice of e f f e c t i v e energy makes, l i t t l e difference to the calculated cross 
sections. Thus the t o t a l cross sections appear to be i n s e n s i t i v e to value 
of the e f f e c t i v e energy and to how i t i s included i n the approximation. 
The 2s e x c i t a t i o n cross sections are compared with the r e s u l t s of the 
Glauber approximation, Franco and Thomas (1970) and the pseudo state c a l c u l -
ation of Cheshire et a l . (1970) i n figure 5- The one channel and Glauber 
re s u l t s are i n close agreement over the whole energy range considered. 
Below 40 KeV the pseudo state calculation gives r e s u l t s close to the 
Glauber approximation, while the peak of the pseudo state cross section, at 
about 60 KeV, passes through the curve through the four channel r e s u l t s . 
The maximum of the four channel r e s u l t s occurs almost at the same energy as 
the minimum of the pseudo state r e s u l t s , which i n turn coincides with the 
maximum of the resonant charge transfer cross section as measured by 
Bayfield (1969). Since the pseudo state calculations take e x p l i c i t account 
of the rearrangement channels thereby removing flux from the d i r e c t 
channels, i t could be implied that the four channel wavefunction does not 
represent the rearrangement channels very w e l l . The one channel approxi-
mation does not allow adequately for the 2s-2p strong coupling and hence gives 
rather low r e s u l t s for the 2s t r a n s i t i o n . The close agreement between the 
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one channel and the Glauber r e s u l t s i s probably due to the s i m i l a r structure 
of the approximations, only the e l a s t i c channel being properly represented. 
In view of t h i s s i m i l a r i t y , i n particular' as to how the continuum states arc 
included i t seems that i t i s unlikely that allowance i s made for rearrange-
ment c o l l i s i o n s i n the Glauber approximation. 
The r e s u l t s for the 2p t r a n s i t i o n are given i n table 5 and are also 
displayed i n figure 6 where the one and four channel approximations are 
coirpared with the Born and four state approximations. The one channel 
E(KeV) ONE CHANNEL E POUR CHANNEL 
15 6.69C-1) 
20 9-35(-l) 
30 1.17 25 8.93C-D 
4o 1.25 35 8.13(-D 
50 1.23 50 8.53(-l) 
70 1.17 70 8.8K-1) 
100 1.03 100 8.7K-D 
200 7.24 200 6.73C-D 
Table 5 ~ ls-2p t o t a l cross sections i n units 
of ( i r a o 2 ) . 
r e s u l t s and the four state r e s u l t s are very s i m i l a r i n di r e c t contrast with 
the same comparison for the 2s t r a n s i t i o n . The four channel r e s u l t s l i e 
beneath the one channel r e s u l t s but the difference between the two i s much 
le s s than i n the 2s case, r e f l e c t i n g that the 2p t r a n s i t i o n i s o p t i c a l l y 
allowed and i s thus l e s s s e n s i t i v e than the 2s t r a n s i t i o n to the type of 
approximate wavefunctions employed. The 2p r e s u l t s are conpared with the 
resu l t s of the pseudo state and Glauber approximations i n figure 7. The 
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four channel r e s u l t s and the Glauber r e s u l t s are i n reasonable agreement, 
and the one channel r e s u l t s pass through the maximum of the pseudo state 
r e s u l t s . The experimental r e s u l t s for the 2p t r a n s i t i o n of Stebbing et a l . 
(1965), not shown i n figure 7> overlap our r e s u l t s i n the range 20 to 30 KeV 
only. I n t h i s range they agree closely with the Glauber approximation. 
Gaily (1968) has cast some doubt on the r e l i a b i l i t y of the normalisation of 
the experimental r e s u l t s , combining t h i s with t h e i r limited range they are 
of l i t t l e value i n determining the r e l a t i v e merits of the various approxi-
mations . 
12.2 E x c i t a t i o n by Electron Impact 
(a) Total Cross Sections 
Tns methods of sections 10 and 11 have also been applied to electron 
impact with hydrogen to evaluate the l s - 2 s , ls - 2 p and ls - 3 p t o t a l cross 
sections. The 2s excitation r e s u l t s are shown i n table 6. Both versions 
of the one channel approximation were used. I t can be seen that, as i n the 
case of proton impact, they y i e l d almost i d e n t i c a l r e s u l t s . 





20 2 . 0 0(-l) 2.06(-l) 1.32(-1) 
30 1.50(-1) 1.52C-1) 1.06(-1) 25 3.47C-2) 
ko 1.20(-1) 1 .2K-1) 8 .8K-2) 35 4.25(-2) 
9.40(-l) 9.42(-l) 7-19(-2) 5^ 4.88(-2) 
70 7 .50(-l) 7-53C-2) 5-93C-2) 70 4.79(-2) 
100 5.46C-1) - 4.52C-2) 100 4.22(-2) 
200 2.87C-2) - 2.52*(-2) 200 2.67(-2) 
Table 6 - l s - 2 s t o t a l cross sections i n units of (ira 2 ) . 
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The one, two and four channel approximations are compared with the Born 
approximation and the close coupling calculations of Burke et a l . (1963) i n 
figure 8. The l a t t e r two calculations are almost i d e n t i c a l over the energy 
range 25~5^ eV. The one channel calculation also l i e s close to the Born 
approximation, but as more states are e x p l i c i t l y included the t o t a l cross 
section .decreases at any one energy. Again the one, two and four channel 
r e s u l t s show no sign of convergence, but the ef f e c t s of adding i n e x p l i c i t l y 
higher states must be small i f only because of the greater energy difference 
between the higher and the i n i t i a l ground state. The close coupling 
r e s u l t s and the four channel r e s u l t s d i f f e r widely i n di r e c t contrast with 
the 2s excitation by protons. 
The r e s u l t s for the 2p t r a n s i t i o n are given i n table 7 and are a l s o 
displayed i n figure 10. The one and four channel r e s u l t s are both very 


































Table 7 - ls -2p t o t a l cross sections i n units of 
si m i l a r to the Born approximation r e s u l t s except that the maximum i n the 
Bom cross sections does not occur u n t i l lower energies. The close coupling 
approximation also gives values that are not f a r from the Born r e s u l t s . As 
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i n the case of proton impact the 2p excitation process appears i n s e n s i t i v e 
to the approximate wave function employed. 
The 2s and 2p excitation cross sections i n the one and four channel 
approximations are compared with the r e s u l t s of the Glauber approximation 
of Tai et a l . (1970) and the pseudo state calculation of Burke and Webb 
(1971) i n figures 10 and 11. Experimental r e s u l t s are a v a i l a b l e i n the 
energy range considered for both the 2s and 2p cross sections. The 2s 
r e s u l t s of Kaupilla (1970) include the cascade contribution from the 3p 
s t a t e . This has been estimated to be 0.23 of the t o t a l 3p cross section, 
Hummer and Seaton (1961). The r e s u l t s of T a i et a l . and Burke and Webb have 
been corrected accordingly and are displayed i n figure 12 along with our 
own r e s u l t s and the experimental r e s u l t s of Kaupilla. I n our work the 3p 
e x c i t a t i o n cross sections were calculated only i n the one channel case, see 
table o. I t i s thought that the one channel approximation.provides an 
adequate estimate for the cascade contribution. The 3p cross sections at 







200 • 7.86(-2) 
Table 8 - ls -3p t o t a l cross sections i n units of 
U a 2). 
25 and 35 eV were obtained by graphical interpolation. As discussed 
previously the Glauber r e s u l t s and the pseudo state r e s u l t s are i n good 
agreement with the experimental points. Our four channel r e s u l t s are also 
i n excellent agreement with the experiment down to about 25 eV where ex-
change should be a si g n i f i c a n t factor. This agreement should be treated 
with caution for two reasons; f i r s t l y the one channel approximation may not 
provide a s a t i s f a c t o r y estimate of the 3p cross sections and secondly the 
value of the cascade factor i s open to some discussions, see Tai et a l . 
(1970). This l a t t e r point also applies to the other t h e o r e t i c a l predictions 
considered. 
The 2p e x c i t a t i o n cross sections have been deduced from measurements 
of Long et a l . (1968) and Ott et a l . (1970). The data points agree w e l l i n 
both shape and magnitude with those of McGowai et a l . (1969) when norma?Lsed 
to each other and to the Born approximation at 200 eV. The predictions of 
the Glauber approximation and of the pseudo state calculations agree w e l l 
with these r e s u l t s . The one and four channel approximations give r e s u l t s 
that are too large. Even above 50 eV where exchange s c a t t e r i n g i s small the 
one and four channel r e s u l t s are s t i l l poor. I f the 2p experimental r e s u l t s 
are normalised correctly, Darnburg and Propin (1972) suggest they are not, 
then i t would appear' that our r e s u l t s are unsatisfactory for the 2p t r a n s i t -
ion. This may wel l be due to the f a i l u r e of the impact parameter method for 
electron scattering, as discussed i n section 9, rather than a serious 
deficiency i n our model. 
I n t h e i r experiment Oii et a l . (1970) measured the p o l a r i z a t i o n f r a c t i o n 
of the Lyman-a radiation emitted i n the decay of the 2p excited s t a t e . Since 
the magnetic sublevels of the 2p state are not equally populated the r a d i a t -
ion emitted from the target w i l l be polarized. The polarization f r a c t i o n 
i s defined as 
85-
P = Li. // 
1,, +1 
(12.1) 
where I ^ and Ij_ are the i n t e n s i t i e s , observed at 90° to the electron beam 
ax i s , of the respective Lyman-a components having e l e c t r i c vectors p a r a l l e l 
and perpendicular to the beam a x i s . P e r c i v a l and Seaton (1958) find that 
the polarization f r a c t i o n may be expressed as 
l e v e l . The application of equation (12.2) to the experimental s i t u a t i o n i s 
discussed by Gerjouy et a l . (1972). 
The experimental r e s u l t s are compared with our prediction for the 
polari z a t i o n f r a c t i o n i n the four channel model and also with the predict-
ions of Byron (1971) and of Gerjouy et a l . (1972) i n figure 15. I t can be 
seen that our r e s u l t s are i n poor agreement i n comparison, with the other 
two predictions. The discrepancy between the r e s u l t s of Byron and Gerjouy 
et a l . i s not understood since i n both applications of Glauber theory the 
longitudinal momentum transfer i s treated exactly, and a l l the other 
approximations made are the same. Our po l a r i z a t i o n r e s u l t s may be improved 
i f we adopt the methods of Gerjouy et a l . i . e . evaluate the sc a t t e r i n g 
amplitudes with the 2 axis defined perpendicular to the momentum tr a n s f e r , 
thereby removing the i m p l i c i t approximation of neglecting the longitudinal 
momentum tr a n s f e r , and then rotating to a system with z p a r a l l e l to to 
evaluate the usual polarization f r a c t i o n . 
(b) D i f f e r e n t i a l Cross Sections 
At higher energies where the t o t a l cross sections are s i m i l a r for a l l 
considered approximations the r e l a t i v e merits of each may be distinguished 
by considering the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections. These were evaluated, for 
_ 3(Qn-Qi) 
" 7 Q0+ HQ\ (12.2) 
where Q^ , m = 0 or 1 are the t o t a l cross sections for excitation to the 2^ m 
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electron scattering, using equation (10.21) i n the one and four channel 
approximations for e l a s t i c and excitation to the n = 2 l e v e l s c a t t e r i n g. 
Experimental data i s available for both these processes. The e l a s t i c 
s c a ttering r e s u l t s at 5^, 100 and 200 eV are shown i n figures 13a,b,c 
respectively, together with the experimental r e s u l t s of Teubner, Williams 
and Carver (unpublished, but see T a i et a l . (1969)). Also shown i s the 
f i r s t Born approximation. The data points are normalised to the one 
channel r e s u l t s at 60°. The one and four channel approximation y i e l d almost 
i d e n t i c a l r e s u l t s which are i n good agreement with experimental points. 
This indicates that the e l a s t i c .channel dominates the e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g 
process. This i s also demonstrated very c l e a r l y by the r e s u l t s of the -. 
second Born approximation, shown i n table 1, where the addition of e x p l i c i t 
states f a i l s to a l t e r the r e a l part of the forward e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g 
amplitude to any great extent. 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections for e x c i t a t i o n of the n = 2 l e v e l are 
compared with the experimental points of Williams (1969) i n figures 1'4 a,b,c 
again for energies 5*1, 100 and 200 eV. The experimental points are normal-
i s e d to our one channel r e s u l t s at 20°. For the smaller angles considered 
the shape of the data points and our one channel r e s u l t s agree quite w e l l , 
t h i s i s probably the r e s u l t of normalisation at small angles, but agreement 
at larger angles i s poor. The addition of the 2s and 2p states i n the four 
channel c a l c u l a t i o n has not improved the agreement. The Glauber approximat-
ion of T a i et a l . (1970) appears to suffe r from the same d e f i c i e n c i e s . The 
requirement of comparatively large d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections for wide 
angles appears to be somewhat inconsistent with the requirement for smaller 




A comparison of our r e s u l t s and experimental,, r e s u l t s has only been 
possible i n the case of electron scattering. The uncertainty of the impact 
parameter approximation for electron c o l l i s i o n s makes i t d i f f i c u l t to draw 
d e f i n i t i v e conclusions as to the u t i l i t y of our approximation. However the 
r e s u l t s are s u f f i c i e n t l y encouraging to suggest ca l c u l a t i n g our approximat-
ion using the wave formulation and possibly allowing for electron exchange. 
For proton impact i t would appear that the charge t r a n s f e r process i s not 
allowed for and a great improvement may be made by including i t e x p l i c i t l y . 
This would have the added benefit of allowing a comparison with experimental 
r e s u l t s f or the charge tran s f e r process. The problems associated with i n -
cluding charge exchange e x p l i c i t l y appear to be formidable from both a 
t h e o r e t i c a l and computational point of view. I n p a r t i c u l a r for av.y r e -
arrangement c o l l i s i o n the problem of 'double counting' must be resolved. 
The choice of e f f e c t i v e energy, shown to be r e l a t i v e l y unimportant i n our 
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and subntUulinK t h i s solution i n the d.i f f e r e n t i a l equation and equating 
coeff i c i e n t s we get 
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Appendix TJ!I 
The Evaliiai-iorj of the Two Centre Matrix Elements i i ( t , t ' } '--nrn—'—-
W 1 ^ ' ) = 1 irfer " I R ^ T D ~ ( A 3 , 1 ) 
where 
R = p i- v t aid R' = p + v t ' 
For a l l values of n and'm y has the form 
ran 
f ( r ) y * (n) Y (n) 
where f ( r ) = y. - ( r ) y. , (r).. )i . i s a r a d i a l hydrogen eigenfunctioii, and 
n i s the polar angle of r with respc-.^: t o the axes of quantization,, shown 






since R = p + v t and R' = p + v t ' , R and R' are i n the sarne plane defined 
9". 
by p and v. I f \V > R rotate to a new wot of axes CpX'Y'Z'^] with the Z' 
axis alonp; R arid X' i n the pl;.ine of Z and p. Then (c;,6,7) are the Euler 
angles taking QpX'Y'Z'^] i n t o l~OXYZ~| such that 
a -• 0, B = 0 and y = -ir - <jt 
thus 1(L 5 ,'Mj ;L2,M2 ) 
(AV3) 
J. 
• " (A3.il) 
where ^ ( a>^Y) are the r o t a t i o n matrices defined i n Messiah, Vol.11, 
Appendix C, and 
f ( r ) Y * (<o) Y. „ (u) 
F d ^ M ^ L ^ j v i . ) = / ^ ^ . - k ^ , ^ (A3-5) 
with w the polar angle of r vdth respect t o the axes QOX'Y'Z'^- Since 
£=0 
'(2LtH)(2L 9-H)(2£+1)" 
X L, L 2 £j 'Lj L 2 I 
•0 0 (V 
Y* (o) (A3.6) 
where are the Wigner-3-j symbols wi t h the properties that i f Li L 2 L 3 
% M2 M3J 
M3 = -(M rfM 2), and when Mi = M2 = M3 = 0 then L x + L 2 + L 3 = 2p where p i s 
integer, they, are non-zero otherwise they are zero. Thus the allowed values 
of i i n equation (A3.6) are 
|L rL 2|, |Li-L 21 + 2, ... Lj + L 2 
and also rn = -(M!+M2). 
Then equation (A3-5) becomes 
Fa^M,;!.^) - (-if- '(2L ri:i )(.-
JU+.].)* 
where 
X T. ( 2 a + l ) / 2 ].,! L 2 a 
0 0 0-
Li L 2 £ 
-Mi M2 M]-M.2 
I ( M V ! v h ) (A3-7) 
f ( r ) Y (u>) 
(A3.8) 
We require values of u ( t , t ' ) f o r a l l combinations of states up t o the 
2p + ] q l e v e l , so that ^ 1 and L 2 .< 1 with the corresponding values of Mj 
and M2. Hence the values of I i n (A3.7) are r e s t r i c t e d t o £ - 0 and i = 0,1 and 
Since, from equation (A3-8) 
M 
1(L,M) = I*(L,-M) (A3.9) 
then we need only evaluate 1(1,0), 1(1,1), 1(2,0), 1(2,1) and 1(2,2). 1(0,0) 
•is evaluted by the method of Coleman (1970). 
The co-ordinate system used i n the evaluation of equation (A3.8) i s 
shown in. figure (A3.2), 
where R' > R. 
Figure (A3.2) 
I f G i s the angle* between R and R« then I R - t ) " 1 and jR'-rJ" 1 may lie 
expanded i n terms of spherical harmonics. 
|R-r| ~ L = T. 
- ~ A=0 2A i-1 
]4 
Y A(r,R) Y X j 0(B',*') 
and 
+£ 
R'-r >: x 
£=0 m=-f. 
'Itt 
2 £+1 (r,R-) Y* m(e 5o) Y 0 T n(e', + ») tor 
where 
£+1 
r < R 
r > R 
and (0',<*>') are the polar angles of r i n the |~0 X'Y'Z'"] axes. 
Then the i n t e g r a l i n equation (A3.8) becomes 
+£ , 
I(L,M) - 'hi l 1 I - v ^ r Y* (0,0) ^ ) ?(R 5R') E(IJ.]5A0,to.) £=0 A=0 m=-£ y'm d A* 
(A3.10) 
w.xtn 
5 U(R,R') - /q ^ f ( r ) Y A(r,R) y ; ( r 5 R ' ) dr 
and 
E(L,M;A0,£,m) / Y M ( G Y A 0(G',*') Y m ( e ',•') Ao 
= H(2£+l)(2L-i-l)^ 1 /2 'A £ I.,' 0 0 0 0 m M 
I . J 
(A3.U) 
The properties of the Wigner 3"j symbols imply that the r i g h t hand side of 
equation (A'3.11) vanishes unless in = -M, £ + A + L i s even, and £, A and L 
s a t i s f y the t r i a n g l e i n e q u a l i t i e s . Thus, f o r given values of L and £, the 
97. 
possible values of A are 
|£-t.|, |£-L| -i- 2, ... £ -i- L 
also since 
with z = cos 0. 
Equation (A3.10) becomes 
(-1) in r — '(£• m)l" 
U+m)! P, (z) i'.m (A3.12) 
I ( L , I C^(2L+1)-J]/2 I P (z) Z. 9 x t(R,R') S(*,X,L4M) 




1^ |A A L 
.(A+M)lJ |p 0 0 
A £ L, 
0 -M M 
I t i s evident from equation (A3.13) that I(L,M) i s r e a l , then the r e l a t i o n 
(A3.9) becomes 
I(L,-M) = ( - l ) m I(L,M) (A3-14) 
The r a d i a l functions ^  (R3R') may be s i n p l i f i e d . I n the case 
R' > R, C (R,R') becomes 
o A A * 
? A £ ( R > R , ) RA+I R I £+1 o 
rR A+£+2 w x , J R ,R' £-X-i-l w . , /_ r f ( r ) dr + - ~ / D r f ( r ) dr 
( R t ) £ + l R 
+ RA ( R 1 ) £ / R, r A * f ( r ) dr (A3.15) 
Let A (a,B) = / B r 1 " " f ( r ) dr. n a 
Since i n t h i s case f ( r ) w i l l be a product of bound state o r b i t a l s the 
i n t e g r a l A^(a}«>) exists f o r a > 0 and also A (0,3) exists f o r a l l 0 >. 0 i f 
n < u+2 where 
f ( r ) -+ 0 ( r " ) 
r->0 
Integration by pares gives 
= 1 , 2'' + l A,..,(°»R) " (2> +l> r 2 X A „(0,r) dr 
AX- O A™ At 
s i m i l a r l y 
/" r " X " £ f ( r ) dr' = - ( i v f < 2 A + 1> A ,(0,R-) + (2£+l) /" r- 2<* + 1> A ,(0,r) dr 
J l AX, X\ A~H 
then equation (A3.15) becomes 
(fj X j L(R,R') - (2£+I) R X(R')* /£, r " 2 U + 1 ) A A_^(0,r) dr 
- -ITr~XfTi fl ^ A > - £ ( 0 ' r ) dr (A3.1G) RX 1 (R«) ° A £ 
Making the transformations r = R'/y and r = Ry i n the 1st and second 
i n t e g r a l respectively (A3.]6) becomes 
f XZ{R>IV) - D 2 * + U flQ A w(0,R'/y) y 2 £ dy - ( ? x + l ) Ax„t<0,Ry) y 2 X 
(A3.17) 
Evaluation of 1(1,M) 
When L = £ the possible values of X are £-1 and £+1. Evaluation of the 
Wigner 3j symbols gives 
9.9. 
| U s ! > - l } l , J i l ) = 
(?£+l)(2£-l)U-l)J [".(.Hm)! ( l - i r i ) G ^ 
arid 
(A3-19) 
J U,M-l,l,m) ^  
(2A+3)(2£+l)(A-im)! [_(l+m)I ( l - i i i ) I J ' 2 
(A3.19) 
and the 'required r a d i a l integrals are 
?£-l,£ ( R' R , ) = R 
X" 
R' (2£+l) / A o I y i 
J' dy - (2£~1) fQ A (0 4fty) y ^ dy 
where X = R/R*, and 
£.+1 • ( 2 l + l ) / o A-, h " J y 2 £ dy - (2t+3) f0 A-^O.Ry) y 2 A + 2 dy j 
Thus i n the case M - 0 we have 
1(1,0) = (12.) 2 ^ P t ( z ) ^ . 1 > t ( R , R ' ) - ( ^ v y ^ r ) 
(2A+3K2M-1) 
Since the integ r a l s i n ^.^-[(RJ?') sire f i n i t e then the £ = 0 term i n the 
f i r s t summation i s zero and the summation may be extended t o include £ - 0 
term. Thus 
y 





V 1 = T2F1) fo A-5 
21 , y dy 
V 2 = " Tzz+T) fo A-i(°3ny) y " " £ dy 1^ „2£-2 
V, £+.1 r A. (2£+3) • o N l 0, y J 
2£ y cJy 
arid £+1 9 0 +1 
The expression f o r Vj may be w r i t t e n 
Vi = %_ fQ A.! 
R* 
0, 
l y J 
y ? £ dy + V2 Hi 
where H 1 / A. 1 " (24-1) "o J i" 1 0, HI y J 
2£ ., y cly 
1 r1 2£-l d r s , 
T'2Fl7 'o y dy" q i ( y ) °^ 
where 
l y 
0 , ^ 
1 y J 1 y J 
— y'- A _ i _ay •> 1 0, 
R' 
i y J 
1/ <L 
/ 2 dy y
2 A.] 
y J 
R'2 A Hi I y J 
thus a possible choice of q^y) i s 
q.i(y) = h y 2 A_! 0 , ^ 
I y J 
- R'2 A 
+1 1 y J -
but since we w i l l require ^]-^-- t o remain f i n i t e as y -> 0 then a better 
choice of q ? i s 
Qi(y) = V2 El y J + R'
2 A +1 
R' 
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'linen i n t e g r a t i n g by parts H 3 becomes 
3 " (2A-1) 'o y q i ( y } ay 
Similarly f o r V? we have 
V2 flQ A . ^ R y ) y 2 £ ~ 2 dy + V2 H2 
where '] l p ? - o W+T) Jo A - i ( 0 ^ ) y -L dy 
1 24+1 d i v , 
^ y dy~ q ?- ( y ) d y (2&+1) o 
with 
^ = y 3A-,(o,iiy) - > 2 ^ L y ' 2 A.jfO.Ry) - R + 2 A (0 3Ry):J 
anc q>:(y) = - K>Ly~2 A.x^Ry) - R + 2 A + 1(0,Ry)^ 
then T J O o ( l ) - 1 21 . , , H 2 = l f e l ) " - r o y q 2 ( y ) dy 
aid f o r V3. 
V 3 - > W A L l  ^ o +1 0, -
R' 
y J Y~
l dy - ^2 H 3 
where 
H 3 = T2I+37 'o y 2 " \ l 0 , ^ y j dy 
1 / v2A+3 _d_cLaM 
(2£+3) • o y dy 
wi t h 
d j L l M = y - 3 A dy +1 y J dy L -y •2 A hi y + (R')~
2 A,! l y J *— 
thus 
- v" 2 A f l y + ( R T
2 A„j y J 
' 1 9 OCT 1972 
10? 
also q 3 ( y ) = (R')~ 2 q 3 (1) - >/, A (0,.*), 
H s ^ ^ - ^ y ^ q ^ y ) ^ 
arid l a s t l y 
V„ = - 'A / A + 1(0,Ry) y 2 £ * 2 dy -• V, H„ 
where 
where 
^ 3 ~ | M = y A+1(O,R.V) = y2 *. iy- A + 1 ( o , W - R-* A . ^ O 
with 
<l'4(y) = + J/?.Cy2 A (0,Ry) - R"2 A . ^ R y ^ = y 2 R-2 q 2 ( y ) 
thus 
H^ = ( f e i ) ~ fo y f^ 
Combining V 2 and Vi, we get 
V 2 + R2 V„ = / y 2* Q(y) dy o 
where 
Q(y) = " Vz D" 2 A_ 1(0 JRy) + (1-y 2) q 2(y) + R2 y 2 A + 1(0 5Ry)3 
^ - H (1+y 2) VjT2 A^CC^Ry) + R2 A(. (0,Ry)J 
Sj.milar].y 
103. 
Vj -I- R2 V; = lk qi(l) 1 \ 2 L(2t-1) (2A+3) + y^ Q'(y) d V 
wi th 
5 y J Q'(y) = ^ (l+x
?-y 2) A J O R I 
+ K R2(l+y2) A+1(o,») 
thus equation (A3.21) becomes 
I ( 1 > 0 ) ^ f n W ? V * > *' 
2 A [R' ] CO "+1 y * , 
£=0 21-1 21+3] 
is 
+ TO^T /o'CQ(y) + Q'(y)D £ (x y 2)* P.(z) dy (A3.22) 
£=0 y" 
But 
£ (x y 2 ) £ P „ (z) = (l-2xzy 2+x V ) V 2 £=0 ;' 
so that the second term of (A3.22) may be summed. The f i r s t summation may 
be done as follows. 
But 
£ P,(z) x* £=0 * ((2£-l) (2A+3)J 
n=l 
f W z ) ~ V i ( ^ 
2n+l x 1 1 + 1 - 1 + x Pj(z) 
P A + 1 ( Z ) " P n - l ( z ) = < 2 n + 1> P n ( s 
W z ) - P n - ] ( z ) 1 
• ( 2 n + l ) = - ' z P n ( t ) d t n >, 1 
thus the sum becomes 
lO-'-l, 
-1 + >; 7, •- x v. x n / P ( t ) dt 
n=I 2 n 
] 
= -1 + x - X / dt 
55 (l - 2 t x i-x 2)' ? 
•(l -2xz+x 2)' / 2 ,  \ h
and therefore 
1(1,0) ( » 2R R' 2qi (D 
R' ° (l - 2 x z y 2+x 2y , ,) / 2-
with 
(A3-23) 
T j ( y ) = (l+ x a y 2 > R' o, (R' 2) y" 2 A + 1 HI y 
f ( l - r y 2 ) [_~R2 A+](Ry,») - y" 2 A.^O.RyjH 
Now consider the M = +1 case. 
1(1,1) = ( 6 * ) ^ s P A ] ( z ) 
A=l 
r t ^ i ^ ( R ' R , 2 , ? £ - K I ^ ( R ' R , ) " 
(2ft+l)(2£-J.) (2>".-!-3K2.ii-I) 
(6*) R R» * P £ l ( z ) Hi + H 2 + R 2(-H l t +H 3)7] x* (A3.24) £-1 
Using the forms of Hi, H2, H 3 and Hif derived previously we get 
H 2 - R2 H„ = / / l ( y 2 - l ) q 2 ( y ) dy 
and R2 H 3 - Hj = (R»)2 q 3 ( i ) f x
2 1 
2£+3 2£-l 
+ (R') 2 / y21 ( l - x 2 y 2 ) q 3 ( y ) dy 
The Legendre series of equation (A3.2'-i) i s summed using the r e l a t i o n 
In particular' 
i=l L 2l\'!> 29.-1 
1 P. .ZJ X 
£=1 >,J ' G (
x Y -y ) dy 
and 
x sm 0 / AiAJLJ.. f l v 
° (l-2xzy ?-+x 2y' t) / 2 
2 P u ( z ) x £ / o y 2 4 C(y 2-1) Qafy) + (R-) 2 ( l - x 2 y 2 ) q 3 ( y f ] dy 
wnere 
= x sin 0 / o 
T'(y) 
(l-2xzy 2+x 2y'0 / 2 
——- dy 
T'(y) = Vzd-V2) CA-i(O.Ry) - R2 y 2 A + 1 ( 0 , R y ) ] 
+ V 2 ( l - x 2 y 2 ) y 2 A_ y J - (R')
2 A N o. RJ "y i 
Thus combining these results we get 
I n 0 1(1,1) = ( 6 i r ) -^ R'i" o
 1 
2 ( R ' ) 2 / o T>(y) dy (l-2xzy 2+x 2y 4)' 2 
where 
T 2(y) - ( l - y 2 ) CA-i(0,Ry) - R2 y 2 A + 1(o,RyO 
(A3.26) 
+ ( l - x 2 y 2 ) y 2 A _ ! R' y J (R')2 A 1-1 y J 
- (1-xV) Q _] (0,R' ) - (R') 2 A (0,R')J (A3.27) 
.1.06. 
Evaluation of T(?,M) 
In t h i s cane equation (A3-13) becomes 
I(2,M) - (207r)^ P (7,) E <?>ff(R,R') J(t,X.2,M) £m X£ 
and the form of j U,A,2,M) r e s t r i c t s X t o be 9,-2,Z or M-2. evaluating 
J" (A,X,2>M) i n the case M = 0 we get 
1(2,0) = (5TT) 1 / 2 E P.(Z) 
£=0 * (2£-3)(2£-1.)(2£H-I) 
2*U+D ^ U(R»R') l 3U+DU+2) A(R»R')" 
+ T2£-lH2l£ iT(2l+3) + (2l+lJ(2A+3)(2ft+5) 
(A3.28) 
Using the e x p l i c i t forms of G, „. we tret 
o ££ 
. L I . ^ ,o) ••• -4r- £ P.(Z) x*- [lR - - i ( v 1 + v 2 ) -i- V , + V,. + 
11 £=0 ^ 
R 2(V 5+V C)J 
(A3.29) 
where 
V 3£(£-l) 1 ' (2£-3)(2fc-l) Jo A- 2 
- 3£(£-U r] A m D ^ 2£-^ , 
V z = T2"£-r)(2r+i) -ro A-2 ( 0> R y> y dy 
' R'") 2£ , 0, - - j y dy 
V - _ 2£(£+l) ,
! . 
3 " (2V-l)(2A+5) - o '° 0, 
RJ 
y 
2£ , y dy 
- 2£(£+l) -1 . / n „ x 2£ , 
v4 ^piy^ITI) ;o A ° ( 0 > R y ) y Q y 
V 3 U+l ) ( £+2)
 1 . 
5 ~ (2£+3)(2£+5)" o +2 0 , ^ I • y J 
2£ . y dy 
v f i = ^ I + T T ^ T ^ A + 2 ( 0 ' R y ) y d y 
line £ factors preceding these terms may be sim p l i f i e d by use of p a r t i a l 
f ractions so that 
Vi = 34 J 0 + 3Jy + ? / Q A_2 0, -~| y dy 
V 2 = H L'^l + J 2 " 2 / A..2(0,Hy) 2P,-J] o 
v 3 = % 0, R» 21 , y oy 
V 4 = -V8 [_3J3 " 3 ^ + H /' A0(O,Ry) y ^ d y ^ o 
V 5 = ~ % 0, -J-
1 y J 
2£ , y dy 
V6 = "3/& LJ5 + 3J 6 + 2 /* A + 2(0,Ry) y 2* + i | d y j 
Using the procedures u t i l i z e d i n evaluating H, ,, we have 
1
 T / A_2(0,Ry) y 2* M dy (2£-;-l; \o 
M l ) 1 21 , . 
= 7 2 i r i y"' /o y r i ( y ) dy 
r j ( y ) - K L R ! t A + 2(0 3Ry) - y"1* A.. 2(0,Py)J 
PT(1) / 29-2 . , . 
Pl(y) = V2 [ > 2 A0(O,Ry) - y-2 A_ 2(0 4 RyO 
J 3 = T2J7T) ; o Ao(°*^y) y 2 ?" d y 
PT (1) 1 } 21 f , , 
107 
1 0 8 
21 Tszoy 'Q A ° ( 0 > H y ) y d y 
- £ a d ) , J 2<M-2 , , , 
Ps(y) ^ V2 Q l 2 A^O.Ry) - y-2 A 0(O 5Ry)"] 
J ^ T p f e ) ;o V ° > I < y ) ^ d y 
_Pa_d) 1 * 2£+4 , , . 
F t ^ T f ) " R2" 'o y P3(.Y) ciy 
J & = T f k r 7 o V ° > R y ) y " T H d y 
r i ( D _ 1 r 3 2£+'l , » , 
I n the remaining integrals i t i s necessary to allow f o r the p o s s i b i l i t y *--hat 
I = 0 or 1 i n the d e f i n i t i o n s of the r ( y ) and p(y) functions. We consider 
% > 0 i n i t i a l l y and indicate the differences f o r 9, 1 and i 2 l a t e r . 
0, -
I y J 
y " ' dy 
r ^ ( l ) r! 2£--i| , v , 
( 2 P J ) " J o y R 2 ( Y ) D Y 
r 2 (y) - K yh A-2 • y J +2 
Rj_ 
ly J < 
I 
(2Jt-l) Jo /. A_, 0, ~ - | y^" dy 
21 
y J 
T 2 - F r y - ; o y P i < ( y ) d y 
P u ( y ) = \ y 2 A_a 5 y 
c'> ::-| y ay 
" ; o y p s (y) ay 
p 5 ( y ) = y 2 A0 + (R»)2 ft 
" J -
T - 1 . 0, 21 , dy 
M I L rl „2*+2 n , v , 
(2*+3) o y P s ( y ) a y 
Pe(y) = (R 1)" 2 A_2 0.^1 
I • y J 
y"v- A C l y J 
1 1 (2M-3) 7V / A 
P* 
0, 
l y J 
y ay 
p 7 ( l ) , ] 2.M-2 , , , 
T2IT3T ~ Joy p'(y) d y 
p 7 (y ) = y2 (R')~?- A 0 
L RO 0, - - j - y - /: +2 03 y , 
1 1 
J12 = "2TT5 ;o A+2 0, y J 
2A , y ay 
r g ( l ) l 2*+4 , , . •(2i.75)- - / Q y r 3 ( y ) dy 
r 3 ( y ) = Vu (RT 1 1 R' y~J - y"
1' A +2 0, 
R' 
I f A > 1 J 8 and J 9 may be replaced by 
T _ (R 1) 2 PP,(1) r p n ? * 2?. , . , 
8 ~ — r 2 ¥ ; i ) — ( R * f 0 y p 6 ( y ) d y 
and 2£ T _ (R') 2_Pz(l) / R M 2 r 3 " / > , 9 " —(2 l-I) ( R } ;o y p 7 ( y ) d y 
and i f l >, 2 J 7 becomes 
110. 
T _ (R') 4 r,0.) ,r„ vi tl ?-% t \ 
J-' - ) J o y 
Combining these r e s u l t s , we have 
R-?-V2 + V„ + R2 Vc = / y 2 £ Q(y) dy o (A3.30) 
with 
Q(y) = " - ^ J 0 ^ D A_2(0,Ry) + 2 RV A0(O,Ry) + 3 R V A + 2(O sRy)J 
and 
R-2 VX + V 3 + R2 V5 = 5 ^ 1 2 x
1' 
25.-3 2A+5 




z o y Q'(y) dy 
(A3.3D 
with 
Q'(y) = 3 2 V 3 R4(3+2y?-+3y1*) A + 2(0,») 
(3+2x 2y 2+3x i |y l f) (3 A_2 0, y J - 2(R')
2 y~ 2 A0 - (R>) y ' A -!-2 
•+ 2R 2(3y 2+2+3x 2y 2) A0(O,») 
The series 




may be w r i t t e n as 
Z 
X=2 (2X+1) £=0 ^  ^ 
(A3-32) 
but roc X >. ?. 
1 1 
+ 2 S v dt P (H) du 
and 
1 \ / dt fJ P.. dO dr. 
r7 i~ A G ; ( t - z ) p , ( t ) dt Z A 
thus f o r X > 2 
(2X1-1) J z \j>(t-z) P x ( t ) - P A + 1 ( t ) - P X - i ( t ) I l d f c 
With the convention p n m ( z ) = 0 n < m the yumnation of (A3-32) iriay be 
extended t o include X = 0,1. 
Therefore 
P „ , o ( z ) ~ P n o(z) 
x 
t=0 
E -x l * + 2 A-2 (2ft+l) 
+ x/ T + 2z - 1 
The summation i s done by using the generating function for 1 the Legendre 
polynomials, and doing the integ r a t i o n with .respect to t we get 
E X 
A=0 
I Wz)"P*-2(z) V W 2xz|R-R'| ~ = - ?3 -^RTS (2JH-1) R' 
- _ . ( I l k 5 ± x i ) i R _ p , 3R* '1 J (A3-33) 
The second series E x ' P (z) 
£=0 £ 
i s equal t o 
1 x 2 
2£~1 2£+3 has been done previously and 
|R-R' 
112. 
The f i n a l expression f o r 1(2,0) i s 
1(2,0) = - | ^ r ^ 2 M ' | CP'.(1) + * p 5 ( l ) -i- r 2 ( l ) ( l + U x ^ x 2 ) ^ 
1/ 
° (l-2xzy 2+xV ,) / 2 
(A3.3^!) 
For M -• 1, equation (A3.13) becomes 
1(2,1) = (30ir)J/2 z P £ ] ( z ) 
v/ith 
£=1 
5£-2,£ ( R> R , ) 
(2£-3)(2£-l)(2'A-H) 
U + 2 > ^ U 2 , £ ( R > R , ) " 
(2£--.l)(2£+l)(2£+3) " (2£+l)C2£+3)(2f.+57 0-13.35) 
= ? P ( Z ) x* LR" 2(Vi+v 2) + v 3 + V, + R 2 ( V 5 + V 6 ) ] 
" £-1 
= ~ K (J7+J8) 
v 2 = ^ (3Ji-.J 2) 
v 3 = K ( J i 0 - J 9 ) 
v l f _ L-- / i i ( J 3 - J 4 ) 
v 5 -- % ( J l l + J l 2 ) 
v 6 = K (J5-3Je) 
using the results obtained i n the 1(2,0) case. Then 
1 p 0 
R"?- V 2 + V 4 + R2 V 6 = / Q y Q(y) dy 
where 
i r 
Q(y) O-t'j D? i ' 2 y - 2 ( l - y ; i ) A 0(o 5Ky) 
+ 0+3y 2) (y"1' A„2(0,Ity) - R1' A ^ C ^ f t y ) } ; 
atio 
R-2 VX i- V 3 + R2 V5 = ^  ' 
4 1 
- 1 2 £ + 5 ; 
2j?.-l ' 2A+3 
1
 + * { p G ( D -i- R2 p 7 ( l ) } + / Q'(y) y 2" dy 
with 
Q'(y) = 16 IF" 
( l - x 2 y 2 ) (x 2y 2+3) A.?. 0 ^ -1 y J 
+ (l+3x ?-y 2) (R') l f y"1 A + 2 R» 
- 2(R<) 2 y" 2 ( l - x 2 y 2 ) A0 0.^1 I " y J 
The series 
- (2-3x 2y 2H-x 2y 6) A + 2(0 9«) 
°? n / % £ f x 2 1 >' P £ l ( z ) X [2iT3- - 2I-1J <L=1 
has been evaluated previously and i s equal t o 
1 ( l - x V f ) - x sin 0 / LLJL-i-J— ^ 
0 ( l - 2 x z y 2 + x 2 y ' ! ) 7 2 
Tine techniques used t o evaluate t h i s result cannot be used f o r the series 




n ~ l 
!_IT+?J. n-2_:_ n+2 
2nU j x 
s:L;>-i 9 >r2 ~ £ P f ( Z ) x* x ? F.Cz) x' 
£='.J 
2[I/„ X P„(t) x £ dt - 1 + ~ 
•J 1=0 x-
= R gin "e (l- zL x ? ;i>L 2) 
When those results are combined we get 
K 2 , l ) 
wnere 
^30'ir)^ - j ; ^ ' r ^ 0 . ) C l - ^ + x 2 ) , l [R-R'l '' fo (l-2xzy 2+xV)" / 2~ 
(A3.36) 
V y) - x y2(Q(y)+Q'(y)) - t (1-xV ) ( P & ( l ) - i - R 2 PyO-)) 
Since |R-R» j"' 1 i s singular when R = R«, as i s the integrand of equation 
(A3.36), the two terms are conbined t o remove any s i n g u l a r i t i e s . Since 
1 R'_ _ T , * gxyfe-xy 2) .. 
rR-R'T " " n — — — s ~ Q y 
'1 . 1 0 (l-2xy 2txV)'2 
Equation (.A.3,36) becomes 
1(2,1) = (30ir) y 2 s i n 9 r 1 JTkM ^_ d + r ? ( l ) ( l - W x 2 ) -
( l-2xzy z+x 2y M) 4 X 
(A3-37) 
where Vy) =T,'(y) + M ¥ ^ r 2 ( : i ) 
For M - 2, equation (A3.13) becomes 
.115 
1(2,2) = 
£=2 ^ .(;5t-3")t2P17T^ +T)" 
2 ? u ( r :,R') # A + 2 , * ( r ' r , ) 
(2£-l)(2>,Ki 2£+l)(2A+3)(2Ji+f5 
']57i)-'2 1 -
? R' 2'„ P p 2 ( z ) "
2(V]+V 2) -i- v 3 + 
where 
Vj = y 2 ( J 7 - J 8 ) . v 2 - V 2 ( J ] - J 2 ) 
v 3 = V2 ( J 1 0 - J 9 ) v1 ( = V2 ( J 3 - J - J 
v 5 = V2 ( J 1 1 - J 1 2 ) v 6 = ?r2 ( J 5 - J G ) 
J i - 1 2 are as defined previously a 1J owing /'or I;he fact that £ 
R~2 V 2 + Vl+ + 1 R-- V c = / 0 0 y 2 j l Q(y) dy 
where 
Q(y) = - % d - y 2 ) 2 L">2 A + 2 (0,Ry) - 2y " 2A 0(O 5Ry) + R-2 
(A3.39) 
and 
R-2 V, + V 3 + R2 v 5 = i B H i r a l l i ,4 1 




(R-2 p 6 ( l ) + p 7 ( l ) ) + / y 2 A Q«(y) dy 
with 
Q*(y) = V8 X-2(1- X2 Y2)2 ( R 1 ) 2 y- 2 A +2 5 y J 2y~
2 A 0 0, 
y i 
+ R,?- A 0, y 
The series of equation (A3-39) can now be summed using the generating 
function f o r P ? ( z ) . Thus 
x r . 9 ( z ) x* 
£~2 
_ l xf;_ 
2 f t 1 ! ~ 2M-5 3>'~ cniT-0 / 
y'(]-/V) 
find 




° (l-2xzy^+x 2y")' /2 
= 3x2 sin 2G / i>**j£L^_ d y 
0 ( l - 2 x s y 2 + x y r ? 
and the f".i.nal r e s u l t i s 
1(2,2) 15TT 2 R' -o (l - 2 x z y 2-ix 2y' 1)^ 
(A3.10) 
with 
T 5 ( y ) = x 2y l ,(Q(y)+Q ,(y)) + H («')2 ( i - x V ) r 3 ( i ) 
- !/2 y 2 ( l - x 2 y 4 ) ( p 6 ( l ) + R 2 p 7 ( l ) ) 
The above analysis gives a method o.\ :-educiivi; the matrix elements to single 
dimension integrals on the i n t e r v a l L-0,1^], which axe calculated numeric-
a l l y . 
The matrix elements F(Lj Mi,L 2 M2) evaluated with respect to the axes 
A 
i n the R d i r e c t i o n f o r R < R' can now be obtained. Using equation (A3-7) 
we have 
F(0,0;1,0) = 1(1,0) 
F(0,0;i;Q 
F ( l , 0 ; l p ) 
F(1,0;1,1) 
F ( l , l ; l , l ) 
F(1,1;1 71) 
1(1,1) 




(>H) ^ 2 1(0,0) - ( 2 0 T I ) 1 / 2 1(2,0) 
] / 2 
IOTT 1(2,2) 
:i.y. 
The rcmaini rig expressions f o r F(Li ,Kj ;L? ,!•!- ); I ^  ^  l ^  -<; 1 and M; J-\p .< J , aj-o 
obtained using tlr..- symmetry relations 
l7'(J'j] jT'ii ;L?3M2 ) :-" P(L 2 M2; L] Mi) 
To evaluate the tvro centred matrix elements i n the chosen direc t i o n of 
quantisation we use equation (A3--0 
with R L (c <•-: y) = f - l ) m eir"''' r L (o^ 
v/here (0,<|.) are the polar angj.es of R and r 1 (o) a.re the r o t a t i o n matrix 
in ni 
elements defined i n Messiah Vol.11, then 
1(0,0,1,0) - cose F(0,0;1,0) - »/2 sine F(0,0:,1J) 
I(0,0;1,1) = - e sinO F(0,0jl,0) + cose F(0,0;],1) 
I(1,0;1,0) = cos 26 F(l,0;1.0) + sin 20 F ( l , l ; l , l ) 
- sin 2e F ( l , l ; l , - 1 ) - 2>/2 sine cose F ( 1 . 0 ; l . l ) 
1(1,0;!,!) = e - sine cosfi P(1,0;1,0) 
-/2 
- - sine cose P ( l , l ; l , l ) + - sine cose F(1,'J:1,-1) 
& /2 
+ (cos 26-sin 29) P(1,0;1,1) 
I ( l , l ; l , l ) = V 2 s i n 2 6 F(1,0;1,0) + V z (l+cos 2e) P(1,1;1 51) 
+ V 2 ( l - c o s 2 e ) P ( l , l ; l , ~ l ) /? sine cose P(1,0;1,1) 
a i d 
I ( " i 5 l ; l , - 1 ) = e 2 1* V 2 rdn^O F(.l ,0;1,0) 
+ V2 (l-oos 26) F ( ] , l ; . ' l , l ) + \ Cl+uos20) FCl,!;!,-!) 
- /2 sine co;:,fi F(1,G,],1)2] 
The remaining expressions f o r I ( L i ,M] :L2 ,M?_); L 1 } L 2 1 a r e obtained using 
the r e ] a t i o n 
I(Li AMi;L 2 jr-1 2) - ( - i ) M l + M 2 i * (Lj s —TV]j_ ;L2,~M2) 
= I * (L 2,M 2;L 1,NI 1) 
i n the notation of section (10) the non-spherical matrix elements are 
v - ] 3 ( t , t 
P i i t ( t , t 
y 1 5 ( t , t 
y 2 3 ( t , t 
U24 ( t , t 
y 2 5 ( t , t 
y 3 3 ( t , t 
U 3 ! t ( t , t 
H 3 5 ( t , t 
y t ( i t ( t , t 
y i + 5 ( t , t 











I ( l , l ; l , - 1 ) 
I * (1,1;1,1) 
""/ with f ( r ) - - e " / ? v 
/ I S 
7 with f ( r ) 1 ( 2 - r ) r e r 
8 A 
with f ( r ) - "pTj" e 
with f ( r ) = e r 
YVJ. 
The 6 dependence of the y matrix elements required i n .section (31) i s 
now apparent. 
Throughout t h i s derivation we h;::.ve assumed that R1 > R. However the 
I'osults obtained are easily converted to the case R > R'. L i t h i s l a t t e r 
case the i n i t i a l r o t a t i o n of axes i s made to the IV axis, then with the 
interchange of R and )V a l l the following analysis holds. The f i n a l r o t a t -
ion to the quantization axes i s now defined by the polar angles of R'. 
3 20. 
Appendix IV 
The expressions obtained f o r the single centred matrix elements, 
V ( t ) are given e x p l i c i t l y f u r a combination of (\tt<!.,m) and ( r i i £-> rv.) 
up to the 2p-]evel. 
V ( t ) = n / + * ( r ) 
n l n 2 n i ~ <ji * ( r ) dr 112 — 
where ri i s the charge of the incoming p a r t i c l e , and 
V ( t ) = n % - - V ( t ) 
R n 1 no 
1 
where . v- (t) = / <L*(r) TrA ; r di n ] n 2 
We use the notation already established i n Section (10), and since 
V ( t ) = V * ( t ) n i n 2 n2n-i 




1 - e 2 R (R+l) 
e" ]- 5 R (3R-.-2) 
8 - e aR((aR)M(«rO''--i-3oR+8)) , a = 1.5 
8 - e R (R3+2R2+6R+8) 
= 2k - e" R (R'*+i|R3+12R2+2'JR+2'4) 
= 24 - e" R (R3+6R2+l8R+2*0 
= l J t ! | - e" R (R 5+6R 4+2lJR 3+72R 2+lMR+lM) 
then 
V n ( t ) = P-1 c, 
V l 2 ( t ) 
V 
2?/2 
V ] 3 ( t ) = I (^ 3)5 coso c, 
Vu fu; - - '/2 ( y 3 ; - -p-,r- e ' c ; 
i s ( t ) = ~ V> l l ((t) 
V 2 2 ( t ) = jfe c 4 
rT _ 1 sine i<f> 
V 2 5 ( t ) = - Vj^Ct) 
v /--M - 1 r, A (3 cos 2 8-1) V 3 3 ( U - 2ljR c 6 ^ ^ L o-
y (±. \ „ 3 sine cose id) v 3 l t ( t ) - - — — p e c 7 
v 3 5 ( t ) = - V f j t ) 
v - _ 1 n (3 cos 2 0-1) „ 
v - s i n 2 6 -2i<|) 
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F.ip;ui-c- -I iy-2s excitation by proton:* 
Curve 1. Firr-t Bom approximation 
2. One channel arjproxi.rrjyt.ior! 
3. T W O state approximation 
' I . Two channel! approximation 
5. Four- state approximation (Flanneiy 196.9) 
6. Four channel approximation 
A Two channel approximation» c' = 0.0 a.u. 
Figure 5 ls-2s exci t a t io j i by pistons 
Carve 1. Glauber approximation (Franco and Thorns 1971) 
2. One channel approximation 
3. Four channel approximation 
o' Pseudo state approximation (Cheshire et a l . 1970) 
Figure 6 ls--2p excitation by protons 
Curve 1. First Born approximation 
2. One channel approximation 
3. Four state approximation (Flannery 19°9) 
' I . Four- channel approximation 
Figure 7 ls-2p excitation by protons 
Curve 1. Glauber approximation (Franco and Thomas 3.971) 
2. One channel approximation 
3. Four channel approxiination 
o Pseudo state approximation (Cheshire et a l . 1970) 
Figure 8 ls-2s excitation by electrons 
Curve 1. Firs t Bom approximation 
2. One channel approximation 
3- Two channel approxiination 
Four channel approximation 
5- . ls-2s--2p close coupling (Burke et a l . 1963) 
Figure 9 ls-2s excitation by electrons 
Curve 1. One channel approximation 
2. Glauber approximation (Ta.i et a l . 1970) 
3- Four- channel approximation . 
* l . Two channel approximation 
© Pseudo state approximation (Burke and Webb 1970) 
Ri ;•;!_]i'0_jO 1 : . ; - - Y J Pxc i tn l i ,jn by electrons 
Ci-irve 1. Firs t Bom onprox:in:ation 
2. On;.1 channel ?]:pro;< i. .-nation 
'5. Vour channel approxiiivaticri 
' I . ]ri-?«-2p close eoupLinr, approximation (Burke ct a l . 
19 W) 
Figure 13 2p excitation by electrons 
Curve 1. One channel approximation 
2. C!".luuber approximation (Tal et a l . 1970) 
t> • Four channel approximation 
c- Pseurlo state approximation (Burke and Webb 1970) 
1. Experimental points of Long et a l . (1968) 
Figure 12 Q(is-2s) + 0.23 Q(ls-2p) fo r electron jjnpact 
Curve 1. Four channel approximation 
2. Glauber approximation (Tai et a l . 1970) 
« Pseudo state approximation (Eurke and. VJobb 1970) 
I* Exper-iifssnbal points of Kauppilia et a l , (19?0) 
Figure 13 Di f fe ren t i a l cross sections fo r elastic scattering of 
electrons at (a) 51! eV, (b) 100 eV, (c) 200 eV. 
Curve 1. One and Four channel appro*illations 
2. F.ir-st Born approximation 
1 Experimental points quoted i n Tai et a l . (1969) 
Figure lh Di f fe ren t ia l cross sections for excitation of n - 2 level by 
electron impact at (a) 5'! eV, (b) 100 eV, (c) 200 e V . 
Curve 1. One channel approximation 
2. Four- channel approximation 
J Experimental points of Williams (1969) 
Figiu:-e 15 Lynman-o; radiation polarization fract ion 
Curve 1. • Glauber approximation (Gerjouy et a l . 1972) 
2. Four channel approximation 
© Experimental points of Ott et a l . (1970) 
L Glauber approximation (Byron 1971) 
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